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ABSTRACT :- The subject matter of this thesis lies within the
confines of the mathematical study of finite deforma­
tion solid mechanics.
The pertinent equations of the field of study a.re 
first surveyed. Following this an ad-hoc solution 
method is developed and used to solve a variety of 
plane strain problems. The method is compared and 
contrasted with that of JOHN. A complex variable 
formulation is developed for finite deformation 
plane strain problems. Out of this formulation a 
general solution method for a significant class of 
materials results. This method is developed and 
applied to a variety of problems. For one problem 
the solution is developed to the stage where the 
deformation field may be plotted. The solution 
method is compared with that of M USKH ELISHVIL I
At all points in the thesis material limitations 
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CHAPTER 0: INTRODUCTION
Within the confines of the small deformation (linear) theory of 
elasticity a great number of problems have been solved. This is not, 
however, the case when large deformations are admitted; as in the theory 
of finite or non-linear elasticity. It is within this latter context that 
the subject matter of this thesis lies. In particular, problems which 
admit a two dimensional description are considered, that is problems con­
cerning non-linear material undergoing finite plane strain deformations.
Much work in finite elasticity adopts the simplifying assumption of 
incompressibility. Solutions to a number of so restricted problems are 
known. Conversely, when this assumption is not adopted and the elastic 
material is allowed to be compressible very few solutions are documented. 
The intention of this thesis is to explore possibilities for the solution 
of boundary-value problems for compressible isotropic materials within the 
context of plane strain.
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate a technique for solving 
two dimensional large deformation elastostatic problems. The technique 
developed is analytic in nature as are the solutions obtained. Cleariy, 
numerical solutions are obtainable as is evidenced by the book by ODEN 
(1972). Such solutions are of value but the objective of an analytic 
solution is different. The aim here is to gain some insight into the 
fundamentals of material behaviour particularly when finite deformations 
are admitted. One such fundamental question is what constitutive laws 
may be admitted such that the corresponding material behaviour may be said 
to be physically reasonable. This particular question is addressed through­
out this thesis. The numerical and analytical approaches are complementary.
In Chapter 1, a summary of the pertinent equations and concepts of 
finite elasticity theory are given. The notation is also introduced. 
Chapter 2 introduces a solution method to be developed. Initially the
technique derived much motivation from that employed by F . JOHN (I96O) 
for his defined class of harmonic materials.- In Chapter 3 certain problems 
are solved, using the technique developed in Chapter 2. The problems are 
not of any paramount importance but the solutions are of theoretical 
interest. Their inclusion is purely to demonstrate and highlight charac­
teristics of the solution method. The analytical solutions are employed 
to characterise inherent properties of the material class chosen, A 
version of the work presented in Chapters 2 and 3 has appeared in the 
International Journal of Solids and Structures 1977»
In Chapter 4 a complex variable formulation is employed. All the 
equations of Chapter 2 are posed in terms of a Lagrangian complex co­
ordinate Z' and its conjugate %» The equations are seen to take a parti­
cularly simple form for materials of the harmonic type and a general 
solution is obtainable. The solution generated is in terms of two 
arbitrary functions analytic in %■ and -Z- respectively. These arbitrary 
functions are shown to be determined for some specific boundary-value 
problems. Solutions obtained are discussed with particular emphasis 
being placed on volume change characteristics. Finally, in this chapter 
a small strain asymptotic analysis is employed and the solution technique 
is shown to reduce to that of MUSKHELISHVILI (19&3).
In Chapter 3, the problem of an infinite plane with a rigid circular 
inclusion subjected to a uniaxial tension applied at infinity is considered 
in some detail. Other boundary-value problems concerning a circula-^ anom­
aly in an infinite plate are also considered as are problems pertaining 
to annuli. Throughout this and Chapter 4, constitutive restrictions are 
highlighted when appropriate.
In Chapter 6, the solution of the problem specified above and which 
is solved in detail in Chapter 3 is again considered. A closed form 
analytic solution is obtained for the "scmi-linear" material class. The
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solution is continued numerically. In particular, the deformation field, 
as represented by the deformation of an imbedded mesh, is presented dia- 
grammatically for various applied traction values. Singularities and 
branch points of the solution field are discussed in some considerable 
detail.
The work surveyed in Chapters 4 and 5 has been published in the 
RHEOLOGICA ACTA V0L.16, NO.2.
In order to place the present work in true perspective, the relevant 
work of previous authors is discussed at all stages. Where necessary 
their results are included in sufficient detail to afford comparison 
and preserve continuity. Names of authors in capitals, followed by a 
date, indicate the appropriate references which are listed alphabetically 
at the end of this thesis. Every effort has been made to make this dis­
sertation self-contained, but where it is felt greater depth might be 
useful, a pertinent reference is given.
CHAPTER 1: GENERAL ELASTICITY THEORY
SECTION 1.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter the concepts and equations underlying the study oi 
solid mechanics are presented. There are many texts wherein may be found 
a full and comprehensive development of the theory; TRUESDELL & NOLL (I965) , 
GREEN & ZERNA (1934), PRAGER (1973), JAUNZEMIS (1 9 6 7 ) and CHADWICK (1976) 
are but a selection. Texts of this type are very general in scope, whereas 
in this thesis a restricted field of interest, that of elastostacics, will 
be considered and, as such, the theory presented will be tailored accordingly 
The presentation of the theory of elastostatics given in this chapter 
will be of a summary nature, serving to introduce the notation to be 
employed and to bring to the fore the underlying concepts. Where clarifi­
cation is required, a reference to one of the above texts will normally be
given, while in other cases the theory will be expanded in more detail.
In this thesis the materials considered are taken to be perfectly 
elastic, and they are presumed to be both isotropic and homogeneous. All 
processes considered are taken to be quasi-static and isothermal. All 
spatial co-ordinates are referred to a single rectangular Cartesian back­
ground frame.
SECTION 1.2 KINEMATICS
The co-ordinates and x^ respectively, denote the rectangular 
Cartesian co-ordinates of a typica.l material point in the reference and 
in the deformed configuration of the material. The co-ordinates are con­
ventionally referred to as the Lagrangian and Eulerian variables respect­
ively, and in this thesis they are referred to the same background frame.
The reference coniiguration is taken to be both unstressed and strain free. 
The map
(X^), 1.2.1
serves to define the deformation, where may range over the region 
occupied by the material.
There are many deformation measures that may be defined as evidenced
by HILL ^1968(a)(b^/, who discussed in detail a particular class of such 
measures. One of the simplest of these measures,
^ ^i’ >u ’ 1*2.2
is the deformation gradient and is adopted in this thesis. This measure 
satisfies many basic requirements, the most rudimentary being that it is 
a measure of local changes in length. It also satisfies the requirement 
of Galilean invariance (JAUNZEMIS ^196?, p.l9]J7). Other commonly employed
deformation measures are as introduced in HILL ^1968(a^/,
(m) 1 / / T ^ m  /e = -r—  {oC qC) • - I) V m / o2m - - -  1 p %
. in
These reduce to that employed by the classical theories, for small defor­
mations.
As a consequence of the characteristics of the field of interest 
examined here, the mapping 1,2,1 is required to be topological in nature.
A sufficient condition for this is that the deformation gradient should 
exist almost everywhere and that the Jacobian J, should be non-zero. 
However,
J = dec ( > 0 1.2.4
is adopted, as this ensures that the deformed to undeformed volume ratio 
is positive.
The so-called Polar Decomposition Theorem (see CHADWICK ^1976, p.3^y) 
may be employed to decompose the of 1.2.1, as
= R JL (= ,,2.5
= V R ■
where R is a rotation. This decomposition, 1.2.3: serves to define U and 
y which are both positive definite and symmetric, representing pure 
stretches. U and V are commonly called the right and left Green deforma­
tion measures respectively. A fuller diecussion of these may be found in 
JAUNZEMIS (1967, p.130).
SECTION 1.3 STRESS
Denoting by t^ the components of the traction vector at a point on 
a particular surface with unit normal Nj, then
t . = lo”, . N. 1.3*11 Ü
is a statement of Cauchy's Fundamental Theorem (see JAUNZEMIS ^196?»
Sect .1^). This serves to introduce the Cauchy stress tensor b which
may be shown to be symmetric. The interpretation of each element  ̂ is 
that of the force per unit area in the i-th direction on a surface with a 
normal in the j-th. The Cauchy stress measure (JE is conventionally 
employed, because it has a simple interpretation. The relationship 1.3*1 
is in accord with the Principle of Local State (TRUESDELL & NOLL (I963), 
Section 26?).
The Cauchy stress measure is by no means the only one, in fact it is 
possible to define an infinite number. In section 1.4 it will be shown how 
a conjugate stress measure may be defined for each of the strain measures 
of 1.2.3* In this dissertation two further stress measures are employed;-
(i) The Nominal or First Piola-Kirchoff stress measure S with 
components ; each represents the i-th component of
traction on a unit undeformed area with an undeformed normal in 
the ju-th direction. The use of this measure eases the application 
of a Lagrangian description and it may be shown to be conjugate 
to the deformation gradient of equation 1.2.2.
(ii) The Symmetrized Biot Stress measure . This measure ha'̂  no 
simple interpretation but it is conjugate to , the right 
stretch tensor of equation 1,2.3*
The first of these measures is widely used as it enables quantities to 
be referred to a fixed reference configuration, facilitating the manipula­
tion of integrals over material bodies. The second, which is also called 
the Jaumann stress by some authors yKOITER (1973): CHRISTOFFERSEN (1973) 
and DILL (19742/: has been used by HILL (1975) and BIOT (1963)? and more 
recently it has been used extensively by OGDEN (1977)*
The three measures, Nominal, Biot and Cauchy introduced above, are 
related as follows:-
IT = J“^ <xT S (a)
1.3.2
_  r.-o . -n. r.4  = i (SR + r ’̂S) (b)
J and R are as defined in equations 1.2.4 and 1.2.3»
Corresponding to 1.3*1 there is a relationship for S,
^i " )̂li V  ’ 1*3*3
where N^ is the unit normal to the undeformed surface. This equation 
serves to define the nominal traction T^ which is interpretted as the 
force per unit undeformed area. This interpretation is easily confirmed 
using Nanson's formula, which relates surface areas. If is a surface 
element in the undeformed configuration and dS the corresponding surface 
after a deformation 1.2.1, then
dS_= J p ü  , 1.3*4
where £ is the inverse of qC> Employing the definition of the t^ of
equation 1.3*1 with 1.3*1» 1.3*2(a) and 1.3*4 allows the interpretation of 
T^ given above to be recovered.
SECTION 1.4 CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS: ELASTICITY
In this thesis attention is confined to Green (or Hyper) elastic 
materials. Standard manipulations, see OGDEN ^1973(^2/» yield the follow­
ing expression:-
Î S- . . 1.4.10 jii iji
for the energy required in taking a material element through a closed 
cycle in strain space. Equating this expression to zero, as is convention­
ally done for elastic materials, yields the conclusion that ^  is a conserva­
tive field. The potential for S is the Strain Energy Density function which 
we denote by W. An elastic material is said to be HYPERELASTIC if it is 
assumed that it possesses a strain energy density function.
The function W may be regarded as a function of any strain measure. 
Using this characteristic, and the property of being a potential for the 
stress field, stress measures may be defined for any selected strain
measure. The stress measures so defined are said to be conjugate, in the 
sense of HILL 968(a)(b^/, to their corresponding strain measure. Thus, 
for example, if the strain measures of 1.2.3 are taken, then their com­
panion (conjugate) stress tensors may be defined as
dw =
or 1.4.2
In particular, S, the nominal stress, is conjugate to ĉ , the deformation 
gradient, with
and 'L, the Biot stress, is conjugate to U, the right Green strain measure, 
with
- 1.4.4yuv
The relationships 1.4.3 and 1.4.4, in that they relate stress and 
strain measures, are constitutive laws, indeed, for a given W they are 
equivalent descriptions of the material. It is to be noted that the con­
ventional Cauchy stress ^  is not, in general, conjugate to any strain 
measure.
The strain energy density function 'w may be taken as defining the 
material. The form of W is, however, not arbitrary but must satisfy 
certain conditions so that the defined material will be physically 
reasonable. The problem of just -what restrictions and inequalities should 
be imposed on W is one of great significance in contemporary continium 
mechanics and is at present unresolved.
The local elastic state of a material element must be independent 
of any local rigid rotation, that is, independent of the E of equation
1.2.3 . This requirement is a statement of the Principle of Material 
Objectivity in its simplest form, and is fully discussed in TRUESDELL &
NOLL (1963), section 19A. The requirement may well be incorporated in 
the strain measure adopted such as those of 1.2.3» or alternatively, it
may be incorporated in the material description W, which must be constra-i.ned 
as
V/(of) = w(iw) V 2 s. t. PP^ = I 1.4.3
which is equivalent to
W(gf) 5 W(U), . 1.4.6
where 1 is the identity tensor and U right stretch tensor of 1.2.3*
Another requirement to be imposed on W is that it must incorporate 
any material symmetries of the material under consideration. This means 
that W must be insensitive to rotations C, of the Lagrangian frame, where 
£ is contained in the isotropy group. It is assumed here that the material
is fully isotropic and the consequential restriction on W is thus
W(gf) = W(oQ) V £ s.t. ££*̂  = I 1.4.7
which is equivalent to
W(of) = w(y), 1.4.8
y being the left stretch tensor of 1.2.3
Now 1.4.3 and 1.4.7 may be combined in a natural way to yield the
relationship
W(of) = W(P ^  £^), VFP"^ = I = ££^, 1.4.9
for all fully isotropic materials. A consequence of this result is that
W may be considered to be a function of only 3 independent scalar variables. 
That is
W = W (p, q, r), 1.4.10
where p, q and r are three linearly independent functions of the (tigen) 
principal values of U (or of). In particular, they may be the principal 
similarity invariants, or indeed, the principal values. W must be 
symmetric as a function of the principal values.
SECTION 1.5 PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES: MECHANICS
The formation developed so far allows the elastostatic state of a material 
element to be described. In order that the states are properly selected, 
governing equations must be employed. These governing equations are dev­
eloped as a consequence of simple physical and geometrical constraints.
The laws and their interpretted forms are briefly outlined below but 
further discussions of these may be found in any of the standard texts, 
JAUNZEMIS (1967) for example
(i) Principle of Material Impenetrability;
J = de t of > 0 ].. 5 * 1
everywhere within the material. This not only ensures the invortability 
of the deformation map 1.2.1, but ensures that no two material points 
occupy the same location.
(ii) Conservation of Mass :
9  ̂ = jR 1.5.2
where 9^ and ? are the mass densities in the reference and deformed 
states respectively, and J is defined by 1,2.4. It is this principle 
which necessitates the strictly positive condition in 1.5.1 and 1.2.4
(iii) Conservation of Linear Momentum:
. 4- 9f. = D^x./Dt" 1.5.3
where f̂  represents the body force per unit undeformed volume. In the
context of elastostatics when no body forces are admitted, this condition 
reduces to
F i j . i  = 0
or 1,5.4
S' .. = 0 •111,;:
In this latter form the expressions are conventionally referred to as the 
Equilibrium Equations.
(iv) Conservation of Angular Momentum
or 1.3.3
the latter of these being.a consequence of 1.3.2(a), given the former 
(v) Strain Compatibility
of. = of. 1.3.6i/i, V IV yja
This condition ensures that the matrix of deformation gradients is deriv­
able from a deformation field, that is, that equation 1.2.3 may be solved 
for a deformation field x(]^).
The five conditions given above are necessary and sufficient to 
ensure that any solution pair (S, ^) is mathematically admissible.
SECTION 1.6 THE COMPLETE BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM
It has been emphasised that a variety of variables may be adopted in 
describing a problem. Which variables are chosen is often a matter of 
personal preference, but it is conventionally a compromise betv/een ease 
of interpretation, ease of manipulation and suitability for the particular 
problem in hand. For the purpose of this thesis a Lagrangian formulation 
is adopted, all quantities being referred to the undeformed configuiation. 
The conjugate pair (S, 0̂) of 1.4.3 is employed almost exclusively, although 
the pair (^, U) as in 1.4.4 also play an important role.
In addition to the theory and results discussed in the previous 
sections, all that now remains is to consider the boundary conditicns be­
fore a problem in elastostatics may be posed. The basic governing equa­
tions of elastostatics are demonstrabl y of second order and for a well - 
defined non-singular problem, elliptical in character. It is thus 
necessary to specify conditions on all points of the boundary in order 
for a problem to be well posed. The boundary conditions may either be 
one of place, where a displacement is specilied, or one of stress, where
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an applied traction is specified. Given a material volume V, in the
undeformed state, with boundary^, with the displacements specified
S yo XT*X, of the boundary, and with nominal tractions t^ on where
<3 = ^ complete problem may be stated as : -
Find the pair (S, af) satisfying the follov/ing
= 4 l , k  ^
with 1.6.1
S .N - t. on 27. (c)1 t
and
x^ = *xi o n 5 ^  (d)
where N’ is the outv/ard unit normal to ̂ . The equations od. = x. ,t lyi 1 ̂
S _. = and^ = i are also relevant. The strain energy function
W is taken as defining the material to be considered.
The remainder of this thesis is dedicated to the investigation of the 
system 1.6.1 and its solution. Assumptions will be made regarding isotropy 
and the dimensionality of the deformation. Those are shown to lead to 
simplification of the system and will finally Dead to a formal theoretical 
and analytical solution.
SECTION 1.7 A COMPLEMENTARY FORMULATION
A formal solution to the system 1.6.1 may be obtained by adopting the 
deformation field x.(X' ) as a primative, as the strain compatability equa-1 )X
tions 1.6.1(b) are then automatically satisfied. If the stress field is 
represented in terms of the deformation gradient via the constitutive law
1.4.3, for a given V/, then it may be employed to eliminate the stress field 
from the equilibrium equations 1.6.1(a) and the stress boundary conditions 
1.6.1(c). The resulting partial differential system in x^ is of second 
order.
Conversely, the stress potentials may be introduced such that the 
equilibrium equations 1.6.1(a) are satisfied automatically. This postula-
t ion or introduction of stres-^ potentials is a widely used technique 
especially when planar'dcfcrmaticns are to be considered. Airy's stress 
potential is, in fact, a potential for the stress components of a planar 
stress field, see MUSKHELISHVILI■- ' [1963) or Appendix ?.. In developing 
this inverse method as in the paragraph above, an inverse constitutive 
law is required. The inverse law allows the defoimation gradient to be 
expressed as a function of the stress potentials, so as to eliminate the 
former from 1.6.1(b) and 1.6.1(c). In other words, an expression of the 
form
is required. The question of the existence and validity of this inversion 
has, until recently, not been'satisfactorily answered as uniqueness is not 
guaranteed and the results also depend upon the choice of conjugate var­
iables.
Clarification of the situation has been provided recently in a paper 
by OGDEN (1977)* Given W ( ^ , the strain energy density function, then its 
Legendre dual Wc(S), the complementary energy density function may be 
derived as follows
Wc(S . ) = 8  .c6. - W(<%". ) . 1.7.2>ui /II a/i i/i
This expression may be formally differentiated with respect to the strain 
measure allov/ing equation 1.4.3 to be recovered. Differentiating it with 
respect to the stress, an inverse relationship is obtained,
* 1.7.3
Thus the question of inversion of the constitutive law to yield 1.7*1 is 
equivalent to the question of the existence of the potential Wc, as a 
function of S.
Employing the conjugate paii- U), Ogden has demonstrated that the
inversion, 1.7.1, exists in some neighbourhood of the origin in strain 
space and is locally unique provided this neighbourhood is convex. A 
further discussion of the complementary constitutive law 1.7*3, when planar
14
deformations only are considered, may be found in ISHERV/OOD & OGDEN ^1977
The duality of the system 1.6.1 as regards the interchange of the 
deformation field and stress potentials may be further exploited, as has 
been pointed out by HILL & SHIELD (1974) and OGDEN /^1973(bjy. These authors, 
employing this duality, have concluded that the stress potentials may be 
viewed as the deformation for a different boundary data/material pair.
The deformation field may correspondingly be viewed as the stress potentials 
for that same pair. The dual boundary conditions, as they are referred to, 
have a non-trivial interpretation but the dual material is simply deter­
mine from W by taking the Legendre transform as in 1.7*2, v/here Wc defines 
the new material.
Throughout this thesis the topic of duality, and the complementary 
formulation, will be repeatedly discussed as it seems to be a most résiliant 
feature of the system 1.6.1 and its solutions.
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CHAPTER 2: PLANE STRAIN
SECTION 2.1 INTRODUCTION.
In this chapter attention is restricted to the consideration of a 
particular deformation class, that of plane strain. Tlie equations of 
elasticity of Chapter 1 will be simplified and reduced to a form amenable 
to analytic solution. The solution of these equations for a particular 
problem class will be presented.
In linear (classical) elasticity, the technique of superposition is 
widely employed in the solution of many problems. Additionally, assump­
tions are made which aid practicability of solution and also ease interpreta­
tion and understanding of that solution.
When a non-linear constitutive law is employed and/or finite deforma­
tions admitted, then superposition of solution fields is precluded. This
does not apply when questions of infinitesimal stability are being
addressed, ic where virtual infinitesimal displacements are considered.
In this case superposition may be employed, see WU & WIDERA (1969), KERR & 
TANG (1962) and SENSENIG (1964) for examples.
When the solution of a fully non-linear elastostatic problem is 
attempted, the number of difficulties arising is considerable, as is 
evidenced by the relatively fev; solutions presented in the literature.
Not the least of these difficulties is the pro clem of dimensionality.
The dimensionality of a problem is not simply that of the physical space 
in which it is posed, but is a measure of the irreducible number of inde­
pendent variables involved in the formulation. It is usual for assumptions 
to be made in order to reduce the dimensionality of the problem. Often 
employed assumptions are those of isotropy and homogeneity which remove
both spatial and directional variations in the material problems.
The assumption of inextensibility in one or tv/o directions is also 
employed, especially since the introduction of carbon fibre materials, 
see PIPKIN (1973) and GREEN & ZERNA (1934). Another assumption is that 
of incompressibility. ' This is specified as
J = 1 everywhere, 2.1.1
lb
where J, of equation 1.2.2, is the Jacobian of the deformation. The form
2.1.1 is widely used.
The assumption of incompressibility will not be adopted in this thesis. 
Indeed, the question of volume changes is discussed in some considerable 
detail.
A more direct way of reducing the dimensionality of the problem is to 
reduce the dimension of the physical space considered. A first step would 
be to consider problems which are independent of one spatial co-ordinate. 
These assumptions are adopted throughout this thesis. The problems con­
sidered are those of two-dimensional elastostatics.
Problems have been posed, and solved, in diverse two-dimensional sub­
spaces. Convected co-ordinates are usually employed. GREEN & ZERNA (1954), 
GREEN & ADKINS(i960), STICKFORTH (1973), ADKINS, GREEN and NICHOLAS (1934) 
and the many texts on shell theory are examples of the use of this assump­
tion. FREUND (1972), SIH (1973), GRAGGS (I96O) and BROBERG (1967), in 
considering crack problems, illustrate the effective use of flat two- 
dimensional subspaces. In this thesis the two-dimensional subspace 
considered is flat and is spanned by two rectangular Cartesian cc-ordinates.
The consideration of a flat, two-dimensional subspace corresponds, 
physically, to the consideration of prismatic material configurations, the 
generators of the prism being perpendicular to the subspace. Boundary 
conditions are assumed constant along any generator. This situation is 
generally referred to as that of PLANE STRAIN. It must be distinguished 
from the situation of PLANE STRESS which deals with plates of materials, 
and not prisms, see WU &. WIDER A (I969) for an e x a m p l e I n  classical elasticit 
theory the two situations are functionally identical but the material con­
stants are different.
The restriction of the region of interest co that of a flat, two- 
dimensional subspace has two -further advantages, apart from simply reducing
the number of independent varia bles :-
(a) It enables the formidable armoury of complex variable theory to 
be used. This has, to date, primarily been done within the 
confines of classical elasticity. The approach of MUSKH£LLSH.V.Ill . 
is a good example, see Appendix 2*
(b) Solution fields may immediately be compared with experimental 
observations, this being particularly practicable when plane 
stress is considered. Graphical representation is also made 
possible.
Of the two advantages, (a) is used to great advantage in Chapters 4 and 5, 
while (b) is employed only insofar as graphical, results are presented in 
Chapter 6.
It is not unusual for authors to use combinations of the assumptions 
mentioned above. KLINGBEIL & SHIELD (1966) consider planar deformations 
of incompressible materials. ANTMAN (1976) introduces a sei'ies of papers 
deaD.ing with the ordinary differential equations of elastic beam theory.
The final assumption mentioned here is that of symmetry. This assump­
tion is often used to simplify problems and will be used v/hen deriving 
illustrative solutions in this thesis. It is used extensively in 
ISHERWOOD (1976)* When combined with those assumptions above, symmetry 
facilitates the solution of many problems and is widely used.
The first part of this chapter consists of a statement of the field 
equations and boundary conditions of elastostatics, suitably restricted to 
plane strain. This will be followed by a discussion of admissible forms 
for the constitutive law. Allied with this, a discussion of the admissible 
forms of the material description - namely the strain energy density funcTio 
is giv'en. Several, deformation invariant.^ (see 1.4.8) will be introduced and 
discussed. Lastly, symmetry arguments will be employed to solve a variety 
of problems for various materials.
1.8
SECTION 2.2 REDUCED FIELD EQUATION’S
Attention is henceforth restricted to the deformation of a flat, two- 
dimensional subspace. For manipulative convenience the X^(=x^) is taken 
to be perpendicular to this subspace. All deformations considered are 
constrained to be such that x^= X^. All quantities introduced in Chapter 1 
will be considered to be functions of (X^, X^) or (x^, x^) only.
Variables will be suitably restricted to the dimensionality of the sub­
space. In particular, the component representations of tensors will be 
2 x 2  matrices. Summation will henceforth be over the values 1 and 2 only.
The reduction in dimensionality allows the governing equations of
1.6.1 to be written in full:-
®11,1 ^21,2 = ° 2 2 3
are the equilibrium equations 1.6.1(a), in terms of the nominal stress 
(with no body forces).
“4 2 , 1  - <^11,2 = ° 2.2.2
^22,1 ” ^21,2 ^
are the deformation compatibility equations of 1.6.1(b). The similarity
of the two pairs of equations has been pointed out in Chapter 1. This is 
again considered in Section 2.4. The traction - stress relationship may 
also be written in full as
^1 " ^11^1 ^21^2 2.2 3
^2 ^12^1 ^22^2 
where t* represents the force per unit initial area. In the context of
planar deformation, area is now to be intcrprstted as line length. is
the outward normal to the undeformed surface (curve).
■| O
SECTION 2.3 ISOTROPIC STRAIN ENERGY DENSITY FUNCTION:
INVARIANTS 
CONSTITUTIVE LAW
In Section 1.4 it was shown that for isotropic materials W, the strain
Tenergy density function is a function of the similarity invariants of <̂'
being the deformation gradient of 1.2.2. The restriction to two spatial 
dimensions results in there being only two independent invariants. The 
conventional invariants are
I = i ^ ^ ^ 2  + 0^21^ + «^22^ )
J = det(c^) = <^p®^22 ” ^12^21 ’ 2.3.1
However, in this thesis it is found to be advantageous to employ the invar­
iant pair
■1
P = (2(1 + J)^ :: ("^l'^^22^ ^ ̂
1
2.3.2(a)
q = [2(1 - J) j = Y ) > 0  •
In order to obtain a feel for the invariants p and q it is best to look at
T Tthe form they assume on the principal axes of cc oC, i.e. when K  oc is referred 
to its eigenvectors as a base, where it is diagonalized. Letting i -
1,2 be the diagonal (principal or eigen) values; 0 are called the
principal stretches. Then 2.3.2(a) becomes
q =/:’Ai - ̂ 2/
In this thesis conditions when q = 0 will subsequently be seen to be of 
importance. From 2.3.2(b) we note that this occurs when the principal 
stretches are equal. This condition is associated with a hydrostatic 
stress, where the principal stresses are also equal.
Now, if is any strain measure of 1,2.6 and its conjugate
(see Section 1.4) stress measure, then for isotropic materials their princi­
pal directions coincide; see HILL (1968a) for proof. The conditions q - 0, 
being associated with equal principal stresses (strains), leaves the 
principal directions indeterminate. In this sense such a condition is 
singular.
20
It v/as pointed out in Section 1.4 that any rational symmetric 
functions of the principal stretches suffice as invariants. A further 
pair of invariants to be employed is
p * = p + q ,  q * = p - q  . 2.3.3
In Section 1.3 the constitutive law was determined for a given W as
^ui = ^ 2.3.4iju
Introducing the invariant pair p and q of 2.3*2 into 2.3*4 produces
P IJU q
Applying the polar decomposition theorem of 1.2.3 to cc yields
cc = V R
where
Then writing
T TR R = I and V = V
R = CosX - SirlX _SinX C.'osX ’
equation 2.3*6 may be used to obtain the result






^ 1 1  + ^ 2
as a necessary condition that 2.3*7 (ii) is satisfied. Additionally, using 
2.3*6 and 2.3*2 with 2.3*7, the following may be derived
'^l ^^22 ^
^21 "■ ^ 2  P
Formal differentiation of the invariant pair (p, q) with respect to the 






where 6 is the inverse or. The results 2.3*10(1) and 2.3*11(1) may be used 
in conjunction to obtain
¥
-3.12
Prompted by 2.3*12, consider the derivative c)q/3üc^. Simple algebra 
verifies the following
^  " às. 1 = <5_2.
^*^2 ^ 2 1
and
= 1
These results suggest that a further angle X* and its associated rotation 
(improper) R* be introduced, such that
= R* = Sirp(*
ip. SirXr - CosX"^
and
2.3*13
TanX* ^ 2  ®21- oc_ .3*14^ 1  ^^22
No easy interpretation of the angle X* can be made. If a further deforma­




*1 %i = ’'i
^2 -’'2 = ^2
X ’ = -X*
X*' = X  •
Where quantities with a superposed prime refer to the new configuration. 
In addition
X*  - X  = 2 6ÜJ .3*15
The angle 0^ (o< 0^ < Xp'2) is the orientation of the principal axes of the
left Green strain tensor V of 1.2.3* with respect to the background frame.
In summary, the constitutive law 2.3*5 may be written as
S = W R -!- W R': 2.3.16(1)— p— q—
when 2.3*12 and 2.3*13 are employed. '
It must be appreciated that the exact form of the constitutive lav/
depends intimately on the invariants chosen. If the pair (I,J) were
employed 2.3*16(1) becomes
S = W-, oc’ + JWl fT 2.3*16(11)
where is again the deformation gradient and C its inverse. There is no 
particular merit in the selection of any invariant pair, save their applic­
ability to the problem in hand.
Consider a material class defined by
W = f(p) + i juq^ , 2.3 *17(1)
where ji is a constant and f(p) some function whose behaviour need not be 
specified at present except that it be twice continuously differentiable. 
This 2.3*17(1) form may be re-ai-ranged to yield
W = F(p) - i)x (p^ - q^) 2.3.17(11)
In this form it may be recognised as that considered in JOHN (I96O) as the 
Harmonic material. This class of materials is of particular interest and 
will be used extensively. The second term of 2.317(11) may, using 2.3*2(a), 
be written as
2jiJ . 2.3*18
Now in deriving the constitutive law from 2.3*17(11) with the second term 
replaced by 2.3*8 , a term of the form
1^. = 2.3.19
results. Writing the strain compatibility equations 2.2.2 as
(jd„),>i = 0 2,3.20
it may be noted that the term 2,uJ does not contribute to the equilibrium
equations 2.2.1
SECTION 2.4 DUALITY: THE COMPLEMENTARY ENERGY FUNCTION
In Section 1.7 an alternative material definition, that of the Comple­
mentary Energy Function Wc, was introduced. This function is either 
explicity defined or may be obtained from W via a Legendre contact trans­
formation. In this section the properties of this function and a duality 
in the formalism are discussed. This duality will be a recurrent theme 
throughout this thesis.
The function V/c is assumed to exist and be twice differentiable in a 
simply connected neighbourhood of the origin in stress space. If Wc is 
determined from W this neighbourhood is determined by the condition 
det 0; see Section 1.7 for details.
As in Section 1.4, the principles of material frame indifference and 
isotropy may be invoked with respect to Wc to yield
Wc = V/c(p^,q^) . 2.4.1
This result is analogous to 1.4.8 with
Pt “ 1V/2(I^+J^)  ̂ (^^1+^22^ ^^2l"^12^^ I ’
^T -  ̂ ^^ll”^22^ (^^21^^12^ ] 2.4.2
and
^T ^̂ ocĈ ccÇ. '̂ T ” ^11^22 “ ^12^21 ' 2.4.3
These are four similarity invariants of the nominal stress. Substituting 
for S from 2.3-17 in 2.4.2 a little, but tedious, algebra serves to demon­
strate that
W = ^T and W z= ^T , 2.4.4
P 2“ ^ 2
In order to expose the algebraic duality of the system of equations 
being considered, it must be noted that Wc is obtained from W via the 
transform
W + Wc = oc. S . * 2.4,3lyi pii
A consequence of this is that
3 Wc
3“ iju “ 3s . '
and hence, employing 2.4.1,




From 2.4.3 a little algebra confirms the following
P̂iji P̂iji ^Pip P̂rji
"  ^ 2  ^ 2  '
with 2.4.7
( 3Pm ( 3 Pm
The following may also be verified
^ Q.tp “ 5 Qiip ^ lip b* lip
3s^i 3 ^ 2  ’ 3 ^ 2  ^^21
with 2.4.8
( 3q„ ( 3q„
( ) + ( ^  ) = 1  .
{ ( ̂ ^12)
The results 2.4.7 and 2.4.8 prompt the introduction of two angles and
%p* say, such that
- %
and
TaiXp* = ^12^^21 = ̂ 2 l ' ^ 2  , 2.4.10
^ll”^22 "̂ 'll"°̂ 22
The second equality in both of the above, being determined from equation
2.4.6, affords comparison with the previously defined angles %  and/XZ * On
comparing 2.4.9(2 ) and 2.4.10(2) with 2.3*9 and 2.3*10 it may be concluded 
that
X p  = X *  * 2.4.11
In summary, the following may be written 
oc = Wc K + (a)~ " p. "I'lp
with 2.4,12
s = Pp R + Irp. R* (b)
T  ~
or
«  = P, £ + a £* (a)2 2
with 2.4 . 1 3
â = + ^qS: , (b)
R and R* are as defined in equations 2.3*8 and 2.3*13 respectively. 
Additionally, the psuedo-Legendre contact transform
Wc + W = i (pp^ + qq^) 2.4.14
may be noted. Thus the duality and algebraic similarity of equations
2.2.1 and 2.2.2 are seen to carry over to the constitutive and inverse 
constitutive laws of 2.4.12 and 2.4.13*
The algebraic duality illustrated above is largely fortuitous insofar 
as.it's clear form is dependent upon the choice of invariant pairs. Consider, 
for example, the further pair.
f = f(p,q) , g = g(p,q) ♦ 2.4.13
where f and g will be assumed to be linearly independent. Then
"p = "ffp + «gSp = V 2
and
Wq = "ffq + V q  = V 2
where 2.4.4 has been employed. Then, provided f and g are linearly inde­
pendent ,
Wf - i (p^Sp +
with 2*4.16
^g ^ (^p^T " ^T^q^'^^p^q ” ^ q S ^  *
Consequently expressions of the form
and
Wg S WgCPT.q?)
may be written if and only if it is possible to inver t W to obtain
V/c. In which case
£ = Wc and £ = Wc
2 Pt 2 ^T
may be employed to eliminate p and q from the expressions 2*4.16. It is 
only when f and g are linear functions of p and q that the simple algebraic 
duality is observed.
rc
It should be noted that the expressions 2.4.9 and 2.4,10 for Tar^ and 
Tar^* serve to illustrate a universal relationship, that of
" ^ 2 ~ ^ 1  = ^2l“^12




Notwithstanding the above discussion regarding fortuitous algebraic
duality, there is a quite general duality to be noted. Indeed this duality
is independent of the material isotropy, but it is restricted to plane
strain. The duality is real, insofar as when the solution to problem I is
known, then suitable interpretation of the variables results' in the solution
of another problem II, say. In OGDEN(1973b)the following is proved:-
If (cc,S) is the solution pair for problem I, with boundary conditions
^  '5't^ specified on G^,
and
X. specified on A  ,1 '-̂ u
with S 5^ = S, the whole boundary, then (adjugate S, 
adjugate oc) is the solution pair for a problem II. If the material for the 
problem I is defined by a given W, then the material for problem II is that 
given by V/c, wh^n the arguments are suitably interpreted as invariants of 
the new deformation gradient. The duality of the boundary data is not as 
straightforward. It may be summarised as follows:-
”Thus, if the position (or displacement) of the boundary is specified 
for the original problem, it follows that the tangential components 
t cC. of the deformation gradient on the boundary can be calculated.Ji iji
This immediately specifies the components of traction n S . for theju jui
dual problem. Conversely if the traction is specified in the original 
problem the tangential component of cc on the boundary is known for the 
dual problem." OGDEN (1973b,p.88)
(t. and n are simply the tangential and normal vectors to the material 
surface).
This completes the formal discussion of duality. However, it will be 
referred to again in Chapter 3» where it figures in a new formal approach 
to the solution of problems developed there. At present the duality has 
the status of an elegant forma], relationship and as such is a satisfying 
piece of mathematics. As far as the author is aware it has not been 
employed in the solution of any problems.
SECTION 2.3 PHYSICALLY ACCEPTABLE CONSTITUTIVE LAW
It is not easy to resolve the question of what restrictions ought to be 
placed on a material description so that physically acceptable solutions can 
be obtained. Even within the somewhat reduced field of consideration, ie 
that of isotropic, homogeneous materials subjected to static plane strain 
deformations only, the consideration can only be fragmentary.
Consider a material defined by
W(p,q) 2.3.1
and, in particular,
V/-f(p) + g(q) . 2.3*2
In HILL ^1937(^2/ is shown that for the BIOT stress measure with
the current configuration as reference, that
j
3uTu +ve definite 2.3*3'
implies incremental uniqueness of solution and hence stability. The U in 
2.5*3 is the RIGHT GREEN strain measure of 1.2.3 and is conjugate to (in the 
sense of 1.4.3) This result and some restrictions arc discussed further
in HILL (1968a) Denoting the principal BIOT stresses by.^^,i=l,2 and 
recalling that the principal strains are denoted by X  , i=l *2, then 2,5*3 
implies,and is implied by
(a) det 870 ^  0 2.3*4
(b ) (*C-ĵ - ^ ^ 2 ) " 7\g ) 7̂ 0 • 2.3*3
These conditions also ensure that a Wc may be determined from W . They are
assumed to hold within some neighbourhood of the unstrained state in stress/ 
strain space. OGDEN (1977) noted that if attention is focussed on a convex 
neighbourhood then 2.3*4 implies 2.5*3*
In terms of the assumed material descriptions (2.3*1 and 2.3*2), the 
restrictions 2.3*4 and 2.3*3, which are henceforth adopted, become
Wq 2.3.6
and
" p p \ q  - 2.3.7
for form 2.3*1, and
B' >  0 2.5.8
with
f " g ”  > 0 2.3*9
for 2.3 *2. .( )’ denotes the derivative with respect to the argument.
To supplement conditions 2.3*6-9 others may be generated by subjecting 
the material to conceptual experiments. The results of these experiments 
are required to correspond qualitatively to intuition and result in further 
restrictions.
As a first example, consider a material body subjected to an applied 
hydrostatic pressure. To facilitate interpretation, the Cauchy stress is 
used as its associated tractions are measurable. Equation 1.3*2 nay be used 
with 2.4.13(b) to yield
Eij = W k i  - Sij) . 2.5.10
( )
where is again the kronecker delta and is the Left Green strain
measure. Now ^  and are both symmetric and demonstrably coaxial. Referr­
ing to principal axes and equating diagonal elements, the following are 
obtained.
*1 ^2 ( P % " )
^2 " ^  ( ^ 2 A )  j-
For the case of hydrostatic pressure when G  = G  = CJ say, and when
1
n> o c cm-«Ci i.rVio ^
1 d.
7*̂  ='/̂  = /\ then the above reduce to
G  = 1 W- (2 X,0) ,
A  ^
Given this hydrostatic pressure X  is expected to be monotonie increasing as 
a function of o, and to be equal to 1 v/hen b = 0. The first of these is 
guaranteed provided
4-  ̂> 0 2.3 .11(1 )up I p )
for p)> 0. The second is guaranteed by
W (2,0) = 0 . 2.3*11(2 )
Similarly, considering an applied uniaxial tension it may be concluded
that
f'(p) = 0 a s p  = 2 , 2.3.11(3)
A further reasonable requirement which is adopted here, is that the 
material definition must be asymptotically equal to the classical descrip­
tion, for small strains. -In following JOHN (1$60), consider a material 
defined by
W = F(p) + KJ,
as was introduced in Section 2.3* Then, proceeding as in JOHN (I96O, page
249),
p-2 = + (^2"^) “ tr(V-^)
j-1 = (X^-1) + (Xg-i) + (X-i-DO.^-i)
= tr (V-g) + det (V-S)
= tr (V-g) + o^Tv-S)f7 
where tr denotes the trace and det the determinant. Writing V-S = |t, the 
above may be written as
p-2 = tr I ' 2.3.12
and
J-2 = tr I + 0 (U*^). 2.3.13
Expanding equation 2.3.10 about //\// as a small quantity then
C7 — / ( W  +W ) + ( w  + 2 W  q-+W — V/ ) t r  u S  +  W  +  o  ( [> 1/ ), — ^ p J pp pJ JJ p —  ̂ —  — ■ 2 .5.14
is obtained with derivatives being evaluated at p = 2, J = 1, the undeformed 
configuration. Adopting a natural reference configuration, that is one which 




W p-.2.j=l = 2/J.
2.3*13
2.3.16
W +2 W +W pp pJ JJ
equation 2.3*14 becomes
p-2,J=1 = 7\ + 2
G  = X o  tr Ï + 2ji t + o ( U ^ ) 2.3.17
X and ̂  may be identified with the conventional Lamé constants. The restric­
tions normally placed on X and jx may now be applied to a more general materia: 
definition via equations 2.5.15 and 2.5 .16.
From the foregoing analysis a particular material may be identified as 
being of interest. It is.that material which is simply an extension of the 
classical isotropic strain energy function, namely
W = ' 2  ̂ —  (p—2) + 2ji (p—J—l) 2.5.18
or, in terms of the preferred invariants
W = (p-2)2 4 ^  q^ , • 2.5.19
This material class is of sufficient importance to warrant a name and is 
conventionally termed the "SEMI-LINEAR" or "STANDARD" material. Applying 





^  > 0
P




Finally, it should be noted that 2.5*15 and 2.5*16 may be cast with 






From the discussion presented in this section it may readily be seen 
that the concept of a physically realistic material is ill-defined.
Restrictions may be obtained by a variety of means and, indeed, some will 
become apparent as solutions are generated in Chapter 4. In particular, 
one further restriction which will become evident in considering a pure 
shear is
f ' (p) < ^ p  2.5 .22
where f(p) is as in expression 2.3*17(1)• It is included here for complete­
ness, being generated in a similar fashion to 2.3*11(1)-(3)* As a conse­
quence of 2.5 *22, it will be concluded that the semi-linear material descrip­
tion (2.5*19) is valid only for
p < 2  2.5.23
SECTION 2.6 RADIAEjuY SYMMETRIC PROBLEMS
In this section the theory developed in the preceding sections is 
employed in solving problems of a particular class for various materials. 
The problem class itself is distinguished only in that it may be solved, 
from first principles, for a variety of materials.
The problem class to be considered is characterised by the fact that 
the deformation is constrained to be radial (in the considered plane). The 
solution method employed is the ST. VENANT Semi Inverse.
With the notation of Section 1.2 the deformation may be described by
i = 1,2 2.6.1
only. The radial expansion factor ? is not constant. As a Lagrangian 
description is being used, 0 may bo regarded as a function of the polar 
radius in the undeformed configuration, R.
R s = r/ç , 2.5.2
where r is the polar radius in the deformed configuration. Given equation
2.6.1 the deformation gradient may be determined as
oc. =. = ?£. +X.X9', 2.6.3
where ()* denotes differentiation with respect to the argument. In their 
turn the invariants p and q may be obtained by using 2.3*2 to yield
p = 2:9 f R^'
and 2.6.4
q = 9 ’R
Equations 2.3*8, 2.3*9» 2.3*12 and 2.3*14 allow the following to be derived
Cosy = ^ 1 " ^ 2 2  = 1, SinX = 0 
P




where 0 is the angular co-ordinate of a material point in both the deformed
and reference configurations. The above results could also be derived 
directly from the definition of the problem class with equation 2.3*16.
Applying the relationship 2.4.13(b) the nominal stress field, S is 
determined as
= W-. + W- Cos2011 . P q
= W. Sin2G 2.6.612 dl q
S-_ - W - W Cios2© .22 p q
As a direct consequence of the formulation, the strain’ compatibility 
equations 1.3.6 arc satisfied directly. The equilibrium equation 1.3*4 
remain to be satisfied. Now
h l . l + ^ 21,1 = ° => Wp^p(WqCas20),^4(WqSin2S ),2 = o
and
S-,_ , = 0 => W _ f(W C.-os20),„+(W Sin2G),., = 0IP ̂ ̂  . cj  ̂ ^ J-
are the reduced form of the equilibrium equations. These, after a few line: 
of basic but cumbersome manipulation result in the following form
K £_ . O . /■
The satisfaction of this equation is both necessary and sufficient for the 
equilibrium equations to hold. In terms of the complementary invariants as 
introduced by equation 2.4.2, equation 2.6.7 may be written
(p̂ i'iqiji) — —Rqiji , 2.6.0
“T "
Equation 2.6.7 is seen to assume a simpler form if the invariants
f = pf-q and g = p-q 2.6,9
are employed, for then
Wp = Wf+Wg
with 2.6.10
W = W„-V/' .q f g
Equation 2.6.7 then becomes
^  (RV.^) = W . 2.6.11
It is to be noted that were the deformation gradient not derivable from 
a deformation field, ^hen the strain compatibility equation would be 
reducible to the forms
^  (p-q) = ^
or 2.6.12
H Wc
4r (Wc - W c . ) = 2
Ï>T
In general, a problem of the defined class is solved by the substitu­
tion of a specific form for W into 2.6.7* The resulting equation will be 
a second order ordinary differential equation for ?(R)« If the o.d.e. were 
to be of first order, it can be concluded that the material selected is 
not realistic; at least for problems of this class. In general, however, 
being of second order, two boundary conditions have to be specified in 
order that the solution be fully determined. These boundary conditions mey 
be either that of displacement or of nominal traction specified at the 
surface of a cylinder; or exceptionally, as limiting conditions as R tends 
to infinity.
Considering now the traction boundary condition. Tne stress distribu­
tion of 2.6.6 may be rewritten as
S . = W 6 . + W /2@7 . 2.6.13ui P >11 , q  ̂ 'jui
where /2©7 is an improper rotation through angle 20, G being defined above. 
The only tr ac t i ons preserving the syrhmetry required by the problem class are 
hydrostatic pressure or tension. Applying l-.b,i(c) with normal (CosG,
SinS), the following is obtained
+ W ' , 2,6.14'R - y 4
where S is the iiominal pressure. The true traction is given by
h  = " 3  + • 2.6.15
In terms of nominal pressure and considering the deformation of an 
annulus, the boundary conditions may be written as
5 \  + '-q = \
and 2 . 6.16'-V.
P = P
where () denotes a specified value. One condition is specified on each
of the boundaries.
Finally, before passing onto the solution of various problems it 
should be noted that 2.6.7 is linear in V/* A consequence of this linearity 
is that : -
If a material has a general solution set i = 1,n of the




The intersection may be null, this does not mean that there is no solution 
for such a material.
The detailed solution of a particular"problem is presented here for 
illustrative purposes only. The material chosen is as in 2.3*13 but is 
adjoined by linear terms to ensure that the reference is both unstrained and 
unstressed. This normalisation eases comparison between the solutions 
produced for other materials; many such solutions are tabulated here.
The other material definitions are also normalised. The modifications to 
the material definitions simply involve the addition of terms linear in p 
and q and a constant term, in order to ensure that
W(2,0) = 0
and 2.6.17
Wp(2,0) = Wq(2,0) = 0 .
The addition of these terms in no way affects the essential material behav­
iour as none figure in the equilibrium equation 2.6,7*
Rewriting 2.3*8 as
W,- f(p) + B(p^-q^) 2c6.18
and modifying to ensure that 2.6.17 holds, leads to
W = (f(p)-f(2)) H- f'(2)(2-p) + B(p^-q^). + 4Bp, 2.6.19
which defines the material to be considered. This, on inserting into 2.6.7 
results in the reduced form of the equilibrium equations
à  If! = C' • 2.5.20
This equation has two solutions
(i) f(p) oc p
or 2.6,21
(ii) p constant
The first of these, 2.6.21(i) is untenable as a reasonable solution as no 
restriction is placed on the deformation; the material so defined automat­
ically satisfies 2.6.7* The second solution 2.6.21(ii) is of interest. 
Solving with 2.6.4(a) results in the following deformation class
^  = C + , 2.6.22
where C and D are constants. The expression for the invariant p is obtained
from 2.6.4, and is
p = 2C.
The property that p is constant is seen to characterise many, but not all
solutions presented in this thesis. Using 2.6.22 with 2.6.1(i) and 2.6.19
allows the nominal pressure S^ to be determined as
8 = f'(2c)-f'(2) 4BC - 4B +4DBR’*^. 2.6.23
The expressions 2.6.22 and 2.6.23 allow boundary data as indicated by
2.6.16, to be incorporated to yield a complete solution. The full nominal
stress field may then be recovered using 2.6.13* As an illustration:-
Consider a material configuration consisting of the entire Euclidean
3-space with a right circular cylinder radius ‘a’, and generators parallel to
the X^-axis removed. Assume that a nominal pressure is applied to the
interior of this cylinder. Then, adopting the assumption that
^ — > 1 as R GO , 
may be concluded that
C = 1, 2.6.24
from 2.6.22. This, using 2.6.23 implies that
S = 4BDR"2.
Equating this with P on R = a, D may be determined asa , 2
D = ^a^ 2.6.25
4b
and consequently using 2.6.22 and 2.6.24,
= 1 + (s-'f
W  (R)
with 2.6.26
= ? a ( # C  ^
where /_2§/ is as introduced in 2.6.6. The complete problem is thus solved.
It ought to be noted that both the deformation and stress fields deter­
mined above are independent of the particular form of f(p). This is not the 
normal situation. The constants C and D are to be expected to depend on f(p) 
via the boundary data. For this reason in the solutions tabulated below a 
particuj.ar f(p) will be adopted.
The thrcA problems considered as representative of the class are:-
a) As considered above.
b) A finite annulus radii a< b with zero displacement specified on
R - b. A nominal pressure applied on the inner surface R = a.
and c) The same configuration as b) but with pressures and applied
to the inner and outer surfaces respectively.
Various materials are considered:- 
Material Class I
W = Ap^+B(p^-q^) - 4BP - 4AP 2.6.2?
2This corresponds to that discussed above with f(p) = Ap
2 -2P a R „ _ 2_-2
T b
b) f = 1 + Pg^Z^A+4B(l-a"^b^i/"^ /Î - b^R^f/ 
^
o ) f = 1 4 /b"^ - /P. 4  P b"^ - P 4P R"^'  2r —  /  a b a
I ^ A+B B
Sr = Zb -2 - a-f7 ■ Z V - ' "  - «"!/ + Pa - P'!7 -7
Material Clas= II
W = A(p^+q^) + B(p^-q^) - (2A+B) - 4(B+A)p 2.6.28
This has a kernel of the form W = A(I-2)+B(J-1)
a) P = 1 4  P^ (a)2 , S = P (a)2
4(#_A) (P) (P)
b) ? = 1 4 PpZÏ-bV"f7 Z~ - bfZ
4(B-A) r 2
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Sr = P/b^R'^-l/Zb^a'2- p  
c) f  = ip b  '^-a~!7 /
L 4 / B + p  4ZÂ-B7 y
Sr  = Z b - " - a - y V p â - 2 - R - f 7  - P ^ Z 5 ' " - b - f 7  V
Material Class III
W = B(p^- q ^)+Lq^ ‘̂ ^-4Bp-4B oc^-1,0 2.6.29
a) ? = 1+P a ^ ^ / 4 B - 2(cC'+l)L 7
b) P = l+P A B / ;  -2/«_b-2/°= 7-2(ob +l)La-2^  -i7
^  -1 
8g = py4B/% -2/cC_^-2/bc +l)La"^^^ 1 /4B/R ~^^b'"^'^-2((X:4-l
A  oc
c ) p = ipïï -2/“  a-2/bE7‘^7P^a-2/«4Pp-2/'=P-7P^-pjR-2/*b > ’
/4B- 2 W  -:-l)L_y
ce
Sg = Z â ‘ ^^‘̂ - b - ^ y 7 ~ 7 v ^ ' ^ / ‘*^-a-^/“ V 4 P ^ 7 R - 2 / < = = - b - 2 / < = b p  p
3®kkMaterial Class IV . . = 2pe. .+ X8. ,e, , 2.6.30--------   ij y  13 ] -
The classical linear material
a) P  = l-P^a^ » Sg = P ^ ( V r )^
3A+2£
b) ? = l+P^^T3X+p)a“’̂ +b“^(p+2Xi7
tg? P^7(3/N+>i)a“‘̂ +b“^(ji+2^_)/ ^R (3/\ i>i)-b’“^(^+2Xi7
-1
) 9 = l4/b / F  a“^+P b”^ + (P^+P )Rb L - a "  ' - a - B - " ' "
guTTvn (3A-VU)
tg = (b-^-a-^)-^/P^(a-^-P"'-)+P^(b-^-R-^) _y
(See Appendix Al for a summary of the manner in which these solutions 
for the classical material were obtained).
Inspection of the detailed solutions reveals that apart from 
material class III, the form is very much the same as that for the 
classical solution, corresponding to
H U
9 = C + d r “^
and 2.6.31
Sj, = Pl-2
where C and D are constants, P some pressure term and 1 is some character­
istic length of the problem. No further analysis of the solutions is 
presented. The solution form 2.6.31 will be reproduced in a later chapter 
after a new technique has been developed. The form 2.6.31 is seen to be 
associated with the fact that p is constant.
As for the material class III there is good reason to doubt its 
validity. As was indicated in Section 2.3, it is a reasonable requirement 
that a defined material class becomes asymptotically linear for small 
strains. The material of class ITI does not satisfy this requirement, 
unless GC = 1. The material class must, however, not be discounted as it 
may well be valid away from the origin in strain space. The equiva]ence 
for small strains may be employed to suitably restrict the parameters in 
the material classes I and II.
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CHAPTER 3 A NEW APPROACH
SECTION 3.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter a new approach to the solution of the equilibrium 
equations for plane strain is introduced and developed. In developing the 
new approach an assumption is made concerning the form of the equilibrium 
equations. The adoption of this assumption has the effect of reducing the 
class of problems which may be considered to that consistent with this 
assumption. The restriction of consistency is discussed. The latter 
part of this chapter consists of example solutions illustrating the 
application of the new approach.
In Section 3*2 the formalism and notation is introduced. The equili­
brium equations are assumed to decouple into a pair of Cauchy-Riemann 
equations. The consequences of this assumption are discussed and, in 
particular, the effect on the field variables is examined. Section 3 
contains a discussion of the complementary formulation in terms of Wc(p^,qn) 
The duality as considered in Section 2.4 is again surveyed. In Section 3*4 
the general solution of the equations is generated for particular materials 
and the restrictions imposed by the assumption of Section 3*2 are incorpor­
ated. Two problems are solved for a particular material class and the 
impact of the assumption of Section 2 on another class is considered. No 
further problems are discussed as the approach of this chapter is eclipsed 
by another presented in Chapter 4, where closed form analytic solutions 
are obtained. Finally, in Section 3*3 the method is compared and contrasted 
with one which provided much motivation for that in this chapter, the 
method of JOHN (I96O).
The work presented in this chapter has been published as "TOWARDS THE 
SOLUTION OF FINITE PLANE-STRAIN PROBLEMS ÎOR COMPRESSIBLE ELASTIC SOLIDS" 
in Int.J.Solids Structures, 1977, V0I.I3 , ppl03-123, the paper v/as co­
authored with DR. R, W. OGDEN.
3.2.3
SECTION 3.2 FORMALISM AND ITS CONSEQUENCES
Starting with equation 2.4.13(2), which may be expanded thus
Sii = W^EqsX  + W^CosX*
3^2 = W^SirX 4 V.-SinX* ;.2.1
S j i  = WpSirOC + W^SiriX;*
S,, = W iCqsX  - W CosX*,22 p q
and introducing the notation
A = W^CqsX, ' B = W )SinX
with 3*2,2
C = 'w ^CogX*, D = V^SinTC
we may write 3*2.1 in the compact form
S^^ “ A A C , ^X2 ~ "'B + D
Sg^ = B + D, Sg2 = A - C.
It follows from 3*2.2 that
Wp = (A^ 4- 3^)%
and , 3*2.4
W,q = (C^ + D^)^,
and from 2.3*9, 2.3*4, 2.4.17 and 3*2.2 that
■ % %  ■ %  ■ Ï - P  ^  “
and
TaiX* = § %  7 0, q / 0. 3.2.6
“ i l ^ 2  ®11 ^22 ° ^
From these equations, %  and"X* may be determined to within an integral 
multiple of TT , for a given S_. This is so provided 2.2.4(1) and (2) are 
net zero, in which c a s e a n d  XT become indeterminate, respectively. Using 




=3.2-^! = ^OWCq^/q? , 
provided p^ / 0. The existence of V/c is discussed in Chapter 1.
Now, using the relationships
1
= 2(A^+B^)S = 2(C^+D^)'®' 3-2.8
which are obtained from 2;4.2 and 3*2.3» the right hand sides of equations 
3.2.7 are demonstrably functions of A, B, C and D. When these are known, 
and providing Wc can be determined (See OGDEN (1977) or Chapter 1), the 
components of #:can be determined (from 3*2.7)* They must satisfy the 
compatibility equations 2.2.3*
Introducing the notation
= ” =p/ P t ’ «T = " = q / 9 T  3.2.9
and using 3*2.7» the deformation gradient components may be written as
GCn = 2(PmA+Q_C), «;p = 2(P B+Q D)
3*2.10.
«21 = 2(~P^B+Q^D) , 0C2 2  = 2(P^A-Q^C).
In summary, the basic problem specified by equations 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 
may be replaced by four first order partial differential equations in A, B, 
C and D* Specifically,
(A+C),^ + (B+D),2 = 0
(-B+D),^ + (A-C), = 0
3 * 2.11
with
(P A+Q C), - (P B+Q D), = 0
3 * 2.12
(.P^B+Q^D),^ - (P^A-Q^C),^ = 0 .
Considering boundary conditions, let the boundary of the plane region 
occupied by the material be denoted by ̂  in the undeformed configuration. 
Assume also that the unit tangent to ^  be (C03l|J,Siri^), then the components 
(ti,tp) of the traction per unit (undeformcd) area are given by
^1 " WpSin(oj^-X) + V/^Sin("f-X*)
= n . (A+C) + n (B+D)
3*2.13
t^ = WpCosCY:^) + WqCo6C^|;-{%^)
= np(~B+D) + n.2(A-C), 
where (n^,n ^ ) denotes the unit normal to ZT . Equations 3*2.13 are obtained
by contraction of the nominal stress with a normal to the surface (Equations 
1.3*3, 2.4,13(3 ) and 3*2.2). The functions A, B, C and D must be consistent 
with the traction boundary conditions in The solution for and x^ from 
3.2.10 must satisfy the boundary conditions of place where specified in , 
The equilibrium equations, 2.2.1, can be satisfied identically if 
stress functions h^ and h^ are introduced such that
^11 ^ ^2,2’ ^21 ^ “^2,1’ ^12 "^1,2 ^22 ^ ^1,1* 3*2.l4
Using these, equations 3*2.3 may be rewritten to yield
The relationships
where
2A = 2B =
= h , 2 ' E , l
V  = 2 ( A , ^ + B , 2 )  = -2(.C,^+D,^')




should also be noted.
It will he noted from 3*2.11 and 3*2.16 that harmonic h_,i = 1,2 
are sufficient conditions for the equilibrium equations to be satisfied.
It is this assumption which will be adopted, viz. the harmonicity 01 h^ and 
h2 * It must be emphasised that this assumption is but one of many that 
could be made. It is adopted here merely to illustrate a technique.
Up until now th-̂  analysis has been completely general, given the stated 
field of interest. W is as yet unrestricted save that Wc is assumed to 
exist in some neighbourhood of the natural configuration in strain space.
The assumption of harmonicity of the stress potentials restricts W to those 
materials for which the problems considered have a solution consistent with 
this assumption. No assumptions have to be made and problems can be solved 
in complete generality. Indeed, the solutions presented at the end of 
Chapter 2 could be presented in the current formalism. This will be 
demonstrated in the next and subsequent chapters.
In the singular case, v/her = 0 and the angle X  indeterminate, then
the equation 2.2.9(1) is no longer valid. However, in this case A = B = 0
and, 2PnA and 2P^B must be replaced by Wc CosX. and Wc S i r X  3*2.20,
Ptji ' Prp
respectively, where X  is now taken as arbitrary. This, together with the 
boundary conditions serves to determine Reducing 3*2.13 employing the 
fact that A = B = 0, the following is obtained
20 = ^ ’22*”̂ ’11 ’ D = ~^’12
with 3*2.17
V  ^0 = 0 .
The problem reduces to finding the harmonic function 0 together with X»
consistent with the boundary data.
The consequences of the stress potentials being harmonic are many.
Firstly, as was noted in Section 3*1, the equilibrium equations effectively
decouple to become
A,n + B , = 0  -B, + A , = 0
1 2 1 2 3.2.18
0,1 + D,2 = 0 -D,^ + 0,2 = 0.
Thus (A,B) and (0,D) are conjugate harmonic pairs, and functions 0, 0 ’', 
and1|/* may be introduced such that
A = 0, = y, B = 0, = -Y,
3.2.19
C = 0*, =^*>2 D = 0*,2 = -T>1
with
= 0 - 3*2.20
Equations 3*2.18 may also be employed to demonstrate that the compatibilixy 
equations 3*2.12 may be written as
V P „ -  V 0  - V Q  •^0 *  = 0
3.2.21
V  P ^ A  V 0  + V Q ^ A V 0 *  = 0,
in the conventional dyadic notation (i.e. * scalar product, A  vector
product and V the rector operator (^/pX^, ^/X^)), In addition, using 
3.2.5 with 3*2.18, it may be shown that
= 0 - 3.2.22
When used with the equilibrium equations, these equations also serve to 
demonstrate that
'to
^  S  = - ° • 3.2.23
The consequence of paramount importance, however, is that for a given 
problem only a restricted class of materials is suitable for consideration. 
The quantities and in equation 3*2.21 are both functions of V 0  and 
V0*.. through equations 3*2.8, 3*2.9 and 3*2.19* In general, the conditions 
represented by 3*2.21 are incompatible with 3*2.22. This does, of course, 
reflect the fact that an assumption has been injected into a self-consistent, 
closed system. However, in certain circumstances 3*2.21 and 3*2.22 are 
consistent. It is this that defines the soluanle material/problem class, 
given the assumption of harmonic h^ and h^. A trivial case in which this 
is true is when p and q are constant, and the deformation homogeneous; a 
state achievable by all materials given suitable boundary,data. Another 
case, as will be seen subsequently in Section 3*4 is that of harmonic 
materials when radially symmetric deformations are considered (see equation 
2.6.27, material class I).
The components of traction (nominal) t^,i=l,2 on o  can be written
t, = M ' V  (ftT )
3*2.24
t^  = M • V ( 0 * - 0 )
where M is the unit tangent to ZT measured in the positive sense. These 
relationships are generated as for 3*2.13* and 0*-0 are simply the
stress potentials ĥ  ̂ and .h^ respectively.
Thus summarising; by adopting a material class and problem consistent 
with harmonicity of the stress potentials, the solution is derived as 
follows:-
i) Determine h^ harmonic inside 'S such that 3*2.24 holds where 
tractions are specified, 
ii) Evaluate the function A, B, C and D from 3*2.13* 
iii) Integrate 3*2.19 to yield
iv) Incorporate 0,0* into 3-2.21.
v) Again employ 3*2.19, this time to obtain A, B, C and D , which are
likely to be simplified from their form at stage ii.
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vi) Use 2.2,9 to find and Q̂ ,. 
vii) 2.2.10 may now be used to obtain gC 
viii) Integrate the ^  obtained at stage vi to obtain x^,i=l,2 
(stage vi ensures that this integration is possible), 
ix) Incorporate boundary conditions of place where specified.
The advantage of this formulation over that conventionally adopted is 
that a schema can be defined for the solution where each stage is given 
in terms of well studied problems. Harmonicity has the additional 
advantage that complex variable theory may be invoked. The schema 
identified above is illustrated in Section 3*4.
4b
SECTION 3.3 THE DUAL FORMULATION
An alternative approach to that described in Section 3*2 will begin 
with the strain compatibility equations 2.4.11(a).
Now,
oc, 1 = Wc CosX + Co,^*q,p
P = "*Wc SinX + Wc SiiX*
P m  Hrp
3*3*1T
OCL. = Wc SinX + Wc SinX*21 Prp Qpi
<5Ĉ  = Wc CosX - Wc CosX •22 -‘.p̂  • '.q̂
Continuing as in Section 3*2 and introducing
A = Wc CosX B = Wc S i r X
'Pt ^  _ Pï ^  3.3.2
C = Wc Co4XJ D = Wc SinjcHpi Hip '
and rewriting 3*3*1 as
^ 1  = Â + C ^ ^ ^
_ _ 2*2*3
= -B + D oĉ 2 = A - C
then the relationships
¥P = Wc = (A‘“+ B^)^
' ^T
and 3*3*4
iq = Wc = (C^+ D^)^' lip .
are easily obtained from 3*3*2 and 2.4.14.
Now, adopting x^,i = 1,2 as the primitive fields, the compatibility
equations are satisfied identically. Equation 3*3*3 is employed to yield
3.3.5
2A = + X 2B = X - X -,j-̂ JL c. cL .1 ̂ c  ̂_L
~ ^1,1 " *2,2 ^1,2 *2,1 '
Then using 3*3*2 and 2.4.13 with P and Q defined as
P = ^ / P ,  Q = W p / q , 3*3*6
the stress components may be written as
Spp = 2(P% + QC) , Sp2 = 2(-PB + QD)
S2 1  = 2(PB + QD), S^g =2(PA - QC). 3 *3.7
The equilibrium equations become
(pI  + QC),^ + (PB + QD), = 0 
(-PÏÏ + QD),^ + (PA - QC), = 0
3 .3.8
These last two equations, being of a similar form, are comparable with 
3 .2 .12. The results
2(A,^ + B,^) = 2(C,^ + D,^) =
and
2(A,^ - B , p ' =  -2(C, - D, ) =v^x.2 ’1
are also obtainable and are analogous to 3.2.6.
As an alternative to solving 3.3*8 directly (which is unlikely to be 
a trivial task), assumptions regarding the could be made in a similar 
manner to those about h^ in Section 3*2. This avenue is not developed 
and only the method of Section 3*2 is illustrated. The duality of formula­
tion has only been considered in order to expose an elegant symmetry under­
lying the general theory, at least in plane strain.
SECTION 3.4 SOLUTION OF PROBLEMS
Prior to solving any problems, the restrictions placed on two materia] 
classes, given the assumption that the stress potentials Ik  are harmonic, 
will be investigated.
CLASS I
The class of harmonic materials (2.3-1? -* l8, JOHN /I96O/) is written
as
W = f(p) + , 3.4.1
where ji is the conventional shear modulus and f(p) some function.
Now, from 3.2.9 and 2.4.14,
^T




The compatibility equations as written in 3*2.21, become
vp^ = 0 3*4.3
provided V0/O. If V 0  were zero, A and B would also be zero and"X \'/oald 
be indeterminate. The degenerate case leading to equation 3*2.1? would 
result. It follows from 3*4.5 that either
(i ) f (p> QZ p^
or 3*4.6
(ii) p constant
(See equations 2.6.21, which were generated genei-all.y for this material 
class but for a restricted deformation class).
The solution (i) is untenable in that the corresponding energy 
density function would not represent a realistic material. In particular, 
such a material would not be stress-free at zero strain, when p = 2. To 
be realistic, the results of Section 2.5 must be applied, in which case, 
for small strains, the form 3*'( * 6 must be such that
f(2)=0, f'(2)=0, f"(2)=X4yu, 3*4.?
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contradicting the adoption of solution (i) above. The semi-linear material 
of 2.5.19 is the minimal strain energy function satisfying these constraints
That p is constant is a necessary consequence of the assumption of 
harmonic stress potentials h^, for this class of materials. This does not 
mean that p is forever constant for all materials of Class I. It simply 
means that the technique as applied is consistent and valid only for prob­
lems where p happens to be constant for materials of Class I. Other 
restrictions would naturally lead to other problems being solvable by anal­
ogous techniques.
CLASS II
This class is the class of materials with strain energy density func­
tions of the form
The result
W = ^ p ^  + g(q), 3.4.8
v p ^  = 0 3.4.9
is derived as in 3*4.4, from 3*2.9 and 2.4.14. This may be employed to 
simplify the compatibility equations 3*2.21, to yield
V Q ^  = 0 3*4.10
and hence,
q constant 3*4.11
2provided g(q)/Kq , some K.
However, this class of material is only of marginal interest in that
the undeformed state is only maintainable by the application of a hydro­
static stress magnitude Indeed, this class of materials could be
precluded from consideration on the basis of the argument used to discount 
3*4.6(i).
In considering the two classes of material it is seen that solutions 
to problems in which either p or q are constant may be generated.
Section 2.6 contains solutions of the form p is constant, for harmonic 
materials and as such the technique as developed may be employed. -'In 
employing this technique further insight as to the forms of W consistent 
with harmonic h., and hp is gained.
2 .̂
In the case of radial symmetry, equation 2.6.3 demonstrates that the 
deformation gradient ^  is symmetric. Then equations 2.3*9 and 3*2.3 
imply
%  = 0 and B = 0, 3*4.12
respectively. Hence, from 3*2.18(1) it can be seen that
A is constant. 3*4.13
Thus, from 2.4.14 and 3*2.19,
-Jp^ = (p,q) = A is constant
and 3*4.14
? p i=  W q  ( p , q )  =  ( C K d '')- = / V 0 » /  
with V  0* = 0. Additionally, when equation 3*3*l6 is used
X* = 2Sg 3.4.13
is obtained, where is the angle of orientation of the Eulerian axes.
To obtain the result
D = CTAN2G_ 3*4.16
equation 3*2.6 may be employed.
Now, as ihdicated above, oc is symmetric for this class of problem.
Consequently, when the polar decoraposition theorem of 1.2.3 is invoked,
the rotation is found to be the identity transformation. Hence the ang]e
may be identified with the conventional polar angle, 0, there being no
local rotation. Equations 3*4.14 thus yields
2
iqm = CSec2S =
h - h "
and 2,6.23 may be generalised to obtain an expression for , the nominal
radial pressure
= Wp + Wq , 3*'^cl7
Then, imposing 3*4.13 and invoking the essential symmetry of the problem 
class, in that is a function of R only, it can be concluded that
W = iq^ 3.4.18
is a function of R only.
In proceeding, the system 
<7^0* = 0
with 3*4.19
l Æ A Z  = 0
must be solved, in order that C and D may be found.
Now, as 0* is harmonic, it may be represented thus
0* = ReCFC-g)), 3*4.20
for some analytic F(-Hr) where = X^+iX^* The region of analycity is such 
that -3 is some material point of interest. The Cauchy-Riemann equations 
then yield
- 1 0 % 2  = . 3.4.21
Consequently
= (F(&),„F(&),,)^ . 3.4.22"6 -cr
Now, if F(-3r) is represented as a power series in -3, the application of 
3.4.22 results in a doubly infinite set of equations (non-linear) to be 
solved for an infinite set of coefficients.
However, consider
F(*) = a , e/-l. 3*4.23S+JL C+J.
This is recognised to be a general term of a power series if e were to be 
an integer, but e is not so restricted. Then
,/V0*;/ = /a^^q/R® 3.4.24(1)
and is indeed independent of 6, It would not be surprising if this solution 
set were unique, the reason being that the governing equations for finite 
elastostatics are demonstrably wel]. posed. In addition, the system is 
second order and suitable restrictions on W guarantee that the system is 
elliptical. The consequence of this is that at least in plane strain, two
boundary conditions (or limits) have to be satisfied. Indeed, in the
problem class in question, radial symmetry, these conditions are to be 
applied at points only. The problem posed is fully solved once q ^ =2/v0*./ 
has been determined. Too many undetermined parameters cannot be admitted 
as there are only two boundary conditions to be satisfied. The col.utions 




it may be concluded that
Hrji =
and 3* 4 ,23
C = od?®Cos2Q , D = ocR®Sin2G , 
where 3*3.2(2) and 3*4.18 have been used to generate equation 3*4.23.
Then, using 3*4.12, 3*4.13 and 3*4.23 to substitute into 3.2.3, the 
nominal stress field is obtained as follow:
^11 = A + cCR Cos20
^12 = "21 = edR®Sin20 3*4.26
^22 = A - çdR^Cos20.
Thus it may be noted that the method (harmonic h^ implying the existence 
of 0*) is consistent with materials which demonstrate power decay (growth) 
of nominal stress.





the strain compatibility equations (3*2.21) become
p« - q* = 2q/R, 3*4.28
where ()’ denotes d/dR. This equation should be compared with those in 
Section 2.6, particularly 2.6.12(1). This form is independent of the 
harmonicity assumption, and in particular, of the value of e in 3*4.23*
The admissible materials defined by W are restricted insofar as p and q,
as determined from
W p ( p , q )  =  A
and 3*4.29
Wq(p,q) =
must be consistent with 3*4.28. No attempt will be made here to identify 
those classes*
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Now, for materials of Class I 





q = ocrV ^ î ,
where (f*) ^ denotes the inverse of f’, which is assumed to exist. Then, 
consistency on applying 3*4.28 requires that
e = -2,
and hence with this condition, consistency.of the approach-material-problem 
set is achieved. The material Class III of Section 2.6 appears to be con­
sistent for all c.
In terms of the variable P introduced in Section 2.6, the deformation 
is specified, via
^  = vli-2-(f ’ )'^(A) ̂  K - 3*4
2;iR
As 3.4.32 indicates for a solid cylinder, when R = 0 is allowed, the deform­
ation is necessarily homogeneous. This is a result analogous to that obtain; 
from the classical theory.
For the Class II materials (3*4.8), 3*4.29 becomes 
P = A/Oi
and  ̂ 3*4.33
g ’ (q) - ccR^ .
Employing these in 3*4.28 yields an indeterminate result. Consistency 
depends intimately on g(q). If
g(q) Lq^
is adopted, then 3*4.20 yields
e ~ 2(1'-'̂ ) 
as a requirement for consistency.
The discussion of this method is not continued, because a more 
general method will be demonstrated in Chapters 4 and. However, prior
to leaving it entirely, the application to the problem of an annulus with 
an applied shear will be briefly outlined. The shear is assumed uniform 
as a function of Q.
From 3.2.15» introducing the complex normal to "5, n^+in^ the following 
expression for the complex nominal traction is obtained
Sj+iS^ :: (A-i3)(n^+in^) + (C+iD)(n^-in ) . 3*4.34
Attention will be restricted to material Class I for the remainder of this 
chapter; substituting into 3*2.10
oc. -, = 2P,„A+C/2^, 0C| p = 2P^B+D/2u
3*4.33
CC,̂  = 2P^B+D/2ji, «22 = 2P^A-C/2>i
is obtained. This may be integrated to determine the deformation field 
x_. . The earlier discussion of harmonic materials has demonstrated that 
p and hence P^ are constant. As a consequence of 3*2.18(1) it may be 
noted that A + iB is an analytic function of ■& = X^+iX^* The fact that P^ 
is constant implies that /A + iB/ is constant. A corollary of the MAXIMUM 
MODULUS theorem states that an analytic function having constant modulus 
is itself constant, hence both A and B are constant. Employing the 
potentials 0* and T/* introduced in 3*2.19, the integral of 3*4.33 can be 
expressed as
X = 2P^(A+iB>Br + *^(a)/^, 3.4.36
where x = x^+ix^, and where a constant term has been dropped as it corres­
ponds to a rigid translation.
uo(&) = 0*-iV*
is an analytic function of •& = X^+PX^ = Re^— . It is noted that
C-iD = d^y^a-. 3.4.37
The components x^ are single valued and as a consequence of 
3.4.36, the same may be said of w(-%), in which case
ô ('S') = (3 a 3*4.38—00 n
is a valid (Laurent) expansion of vv(-a-) .
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Consider now an elastic solid contained in an annular region radii 
a(<l) and 1 in the undeformed state. The boundary data considered is as 
follows
X = on R = a
and 3*4.39
8^ + iS” - is on R = 1 
where S^ and are the radial and hoop components of the nominal stress
respectively. They are given by
8^ + is- = A - iB + (C + iD)(n, - in_)^ 3*4.40K uv ±. d
with
^ 1  * 3*4.4]
Substitution of 3*4.36, 3*4.37 and 3.4.38 into 3*4*39, and employing 
3.4.40 with 3*4.41 yields
cO — a qti , ( Cl /
C - iD = (b)
and 3*4,42




= Â + i(B+S)j , 3.4.43
the latter being sufficient to determine A and B in terms of S, once the
form f(p) has been selected. Using
Pm = Wc = _p = (i')""^^(A^+B^)^(/4(A^+B'^)^, 3.4.44
Pt
the deformation may be written as 
2 2 
^ 9  + 2P,^a(R-2){ + 4 P 5.4.45
'-P R ' jj2
and P P
-2P^B(R-aVB )
Tan(G-0 ) = —-p-----------— p p 3*4.46
(a-/R+2P,^A(R-a /R )) .
This form of the solution is greatly simplified if an additional racial
traction magnitude A is applied on the surf.ace R -- 1. The so].ution becomes
3.4.4?
where a_^ = ice, oc = (S+B) = -4juP^,Ba^ and 2P^A = 1, with
Tan(6-® ) = H3C ( 1 - 1 ) .  3*4.48
2;: (,2 ^2)
It is worthy of note that with this radial traction applied, an auto­
matic consequence is an overall volume increase. Equation 3*4.4? indicates 
that
r > R  , 3.4.49
the equality being when R = a, where this is specified. In general the 
question of volume changes depends intimately on the material form through 
f(p). Also, it may be noted that Tan(G-O) ) is a monotonie function of R, 
increasing from 0 at R = a to a maximum at R = 1. This is as expected.
For comparison, the corresponding classical results may be noted:
u  = 0 ,  U .  =  ^  ( _ r_ -  1 ) .  3. 4.50
^  (^2 r)
where (u^,u^) is the polar displacement. The Cauchy stress (1.3*4) compon­
ents, again polar, are
tTr r  =tTe6 = = fz ' 5.4.51
From 3*4.30(1 ) it can be seen that the classical linear theory predicts an 
isochoric or volume preserving deformation. It is a significant point of 
interest that if this restriction were imposed under the assumption of 
harmonic ĥ ,̂ then the resulting deformation is forced to be homogeneous, 
the boundary conditions of place force it to be an identity. Thus a volume
preserving solution is not compatible with this material for this problem.
In order to illustrate the divergence of the solution (as in equations
3 *4.43 and 3*4.46) from the classical resn"" ts ; the following form f(p) is
chosen
f(p) = i(l\ +fi)(p-2)'^ + 1 lT(p-2)^ 3 *4.32
2?
This is seen to be an extension of the semi-linear introduced in 2.3*19* I: 
order for this material to be "reasonable” in the sense of Section 2,3* the
conditions presented there are appended as the condition
T >  0.
The material will then be reasonable in the required sense. However, 
further restrictions could feasibly be required to ensure a physically 
reasonable response for other problem classes. Indeed, f(p), of 3*4.32 
will be further restricted, even for the problem considered here.
The following non-dimensional quantities are introduced here:- 
36* = 'V//U, f* = f/ju, A* = A/p, B* = B/jj.
? p'A 3 .4.34
Y* = (A* + B* )^, P* = ;uP^, S* = S/u
Then, given 3*4.32, 3*4.43 may be employed to obtain A and B , or equivalent­
ly A* and B * , in terms of the non-dimensional quantities
A* = 2a^(l+4P*a^)"‘̂
B* = -S^(l+4P*a^)“^ 3 .4.33
v/here
P» = + 4 )̂  - 5C» ). 3.4.56
The quantity Y* is determinable from
)f* = f * ’ (p )
and ' 3 *4.37
p = (S*^+ 4)^
7  a2
In non-dimensional form, the solution 3*4.43 with 3*4.46 becomes
rf = (af + 2P*A*(l-af))^ + 4(l-af)^P*^A*^ 3*4.38
and
Tan(0-£) = -2P*B+(R-a)/(a+2P*A*(R-a)) 3*4.39
a R R a R
respectively.
Calculations have been carried out for a = Y and 4, and for a ra^ge 
of S* from 0 to 1,3 in steps of 0,1. Values of Tv* = 0.1 and "T* = 24 
have been assumed for material constants. The main features of the 









Figure 3*1 is a graphical representation of one set of results for 
equation 3.4.38. The case illustrated is for a = 4 and S* ~ 0.1, 0.3»
2 20.5 and 1.0. The measure r /R represents the change of planar area, to 
be interpreted as volume in the plane strain case, inside a circle radius 
R. Notice, in particular, that near R = a(=4) there is a marked volume 
decrease. Overall, however, there is a volume increase for all cases, 
for this material at least.
The fact that a local decrease in volume near R = a is predicted is 
independent of the form of f(p). This is true because 3*4.58, 3*4.43 and 
3.4.44 indicate that A, B and are independent of R. Then
i  ( É  = < 0  • 3.^^.60
a
It is possible to draw the inequality conclusion of 3*4.60 by inspecting
3.4.55» and noting that P* is positive, and hence that A* is also positive. 
2 2Thus as r /R = 1 at R = a, the result 3*4.60 indicates a local volume 
reduction near R = a for all materials.
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In Figure 3*2 curves of G-’® are plotted for S* = 0.1, 0.3, 0.3 and
1.0, They illustrate that shearing is greatest at R = a, decreasing r;,ono-
tonically with increasing R. This behaviour is to be expected since the
boundary R = a is fixed. The association of an increased shear with
reduction in 'a' is also to be anticipated.
Now, using 3*4.40, 3*4.42 and 3*4.44, the nominal traction on a 
iGsurface normal e — may be determined
Sjj* = A*(1-r "^)^ 0 3.4.63
and
8^* = 8- = -B*-4F»B* > 0 3*4.64
- - R
when S*^0. It is of interest to obtain an estimate of the magnitude of 
the stresses at R = a. For the case a = 4 and S* taken as 0,1
Sr* ^  -0.37
and 3.4.65
is obtained. It is noteworthy that the shear stress has increased 12 fold 
over that applied.
The value of the associated principal stretches may also be estimated. 
Taking ^''^’*‘2 ^^en .






q = 2((1-2P*A*)^ + ^  .
For S* = 0.1 it is found that has a maximum of 1.7 at R = a, decreasin 
monotonically to I.06 at R - 1; whereas increases monotonically from
0,36 to 0.98 over the same range. For higher values of S* the derived 
can be negative and zero near R = a. This is physically unrealistic*





is the necessary condition that must be satisfied in order that every 
0 there is an associated ^ in pure shear. This condition was 
noted in JOHN (I96O).
Finally, in this section a deficiency in the class of material con­
sidered, that of 3*4.1, is identified. As solved it can be seen that 
there is a limit as S*--^co when 0-0-^ ̂ ^2. This in itself is unrealistic.
However, ic is not clear whether it is the material or method which has 
introduced this restriction. In any case the range of validity is suffi­
ciently large for the discussion presented above to be reasonable.
Generally speaking the technique developed in this chapter is not of 
sufficiently general applicability to be developed further. Realistically, 
it is only of worth if, a ’priori, some general properties of the solution 
are known, allowing the correct and consistent assumption to be made. In 
this case a semi-inverse method is likely to be of greater benefit.
Further work that could be profitably undertaken is the analysis of 
composites consisting of annular rings of different materials. The 
Lagrangian formulation facilitates the fitting of the continuity boundary 
conditions. It would be of interest to investigate the volume change and 
che influence that the internal boundaries have on the stress concentration,
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SECTION 3*5 COMPARISON WITH JOHN'S FORMULATION
In JOHN (i9 6 0 ) plane strain problems for mate'"ials with a strain 
energy density function of the form 3*4.6 are considered. The exact form 
of the strain energy density considered there, is
W = F(p) -^J, 3*5*1
where J = det̂ _ is as introduced in 1,2.2.
Using 2.3.4 (2.3*5), 2.3.11, 2.3*12 and 2.3*19, the nominal stress 
components S may be written as






S__ = F' ( p ) C o ^  - 2pcC^^.
A = F'(p)Co^ , B = F'(p)Sii^ 3 *5 . 3
(the A and B here differ from those previously defined), the equilibrium 
equations reduce to
A,T + B,_ = 0
 ̂ 3.9.4
A - 0,^ = 0 ,
if it is assumed that the oc. . satisfy the comnat ibil ity equations 2.4,1], (a'
The functions A and B are thus seen to be conjugate harmonics.
The components of the deformation field x^, are then found from 
3 .5 *3 , expressed with the aid of 2,3*12 and 2.3*11(1) in the form
X, . + X - pA/(A‘‘+B )
_ 3 .3 . 3
%i,2 - Z a  = p B / ( A L B h  =
where
p = (p:)"^ ^(A^+B^)-_,/ = 3 *5 . 6
Tnus in JOHN ' 5 method it is F '(p)CosXland F '(p)3in^C which are 
naturally harmonic, whereas in that demonstrated above, ^F'( p)-yap^Cos)(_ 
and )F’ (p )-;ap;̂ £;iry(_ are forced to be conjugate harmonics. JOHN ' s me thod 
continues in noting that x^,i = 1,2 may be decomposed quite general]y in
the form
s. = >e,, 1- 4 ',, , X - f>, -Y,: 3.5.7
o C)
where 0 and h|/ are scalar potentials. The solutionof 3*5*5 may then be 




These are then solved using complex variable theory.
It should be noted that JOHN’S method for radially symmetric problems 
produces the same solution as in Section 2.6, and as above, as would be 
expected. The function p is again constant but that is not apparent from 
JOHN'S formulation, the method of Section 3*2 having the advantage here. 
However, for Class I materials, JOHN'S method is more general in that it 
makes no a'priori assumptions of the solution. On the other hand, the 
method of Section 3*2 has the potential of dealing with a larger class of 
materials in solving problems within the discipline of plane strain finite 
deformation elasticity, albeit in a cumbersome fashion.
CHAPTER 4 A COMPLEX VARIAoLE FORMULATION - GENERAL SOLUTION 
SECTION 4.1 INTRODUCT10N
In this chapter a complex variable formulation of the equations of 
Chapter 2 is introduced and developed. A general solution of the field 
equations is also generated. The material class considered is the harmonic 
class of equation 3*4.1. This specialisation to harmonic materials is not 
entirely necessary, but this class includes the semi-linear material 
(2.3 *19)1 the simplest notional 'extension of the classical linear material.
In Section 4.2, the complex variables are introduced and the equations 
of Chapter 2 are re-formulated in terms of these variables. Section 4.3 
contains a further discussion of restrictions to be imposed on the material 
definition in order that it is physically reasonable. In Section 4.4 a 
completely general closed form solution is generated, for harmonic material 
subjected to plane strain deformations. The solution is given in terms of 
two arbitrary functions. In Section 4,5 boundary conditions are discussed, 
particularly in relation to the determination of the two arbitrary functions. 
The question as to what restrictions have to be placed on the problem in 
order that the determination is well posed, is addressed. Finally, a small 
strain asymptotic analysis is undertaken, resulting in the method of 
Section 4.4 reducing to that detailed 'by MUSKHELISHVfLI  11963), for small 
strains.
The fitting of bounaary conditions and the solution of problems is left 
until Chapter 5*
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SECTION 4.2 A COMPLEX VARIABLE FORMULATION
The underlying complex variables are introduced here. The position 
variables in the deformed and undeformed (reference) configurations are
X = + ix^
and 4.2.1
-& = + iX
respectively, where x^ and X^ are as defined in Section 1.2.
The deformation may thus be written as
x = x(-fr,-3) , 4.2.2
where -8- denotes the complex conjugate of %» The variables %  a n d m a y  be 
treated as though they are independent. Simple complex variable manipula­
tion serves to demonstrate that
I l  =
and 4.2.3
where ÛC is the deformation gradient, the compatibility-'equations are 
assumed to hold. In other words, in deriving 4.2.3, ^  is assumed to be 
derivable from a deformation field.
Now, referring to equation 2.3»2(a), it may be noted that
P = 2/x,g/ = 2/x,;^ 4.2.4
and
q = 2 / x , ^  = 2/x,^\ 4.2.3
The second equality in each of the aoove two equations may be generated by 
considering the derivative of x, or via the relationships
(i) = Y,Y 4.2.6
(ii) /Y/ = /Y/,
which are true for any complex function Y of a variable x.
Next, the equilibrium equations of 2.2.1 are considered. These are 
satisfied identically if the stress potentials h^ and h^ are defined such 
that they satisfy 3*2.14. Then writing
h = h^+ih^, 4.2.7





^  =  '2 (3^2 ”  '
Comparing these with 2.4.2 allows the following to be deduced:
= - 2/h,_g/=i2/h,;g/
and __ 4,2.9
9.ip - 2/h,^/ ,
where p̂  ̂ and are the similarity invariants of the nominal stress 3.
Again, the second equality may be derived from first principles or by 
noting 4.2.6. The sign of p̂ , is indeterminate as indicated in 4.2.9(1),
This is a consequence of its interpretation as the sum of the principal 
BIOT stresses. On the other hand p, q and q^ are required to be positive.
Now, consider equation 3*2.15 for A, B, C and D of 3*2.2 in terms of 
h^ and h^. This may be employed to demonstrate that
2(A + iB) = (h, + h^ „ + i (h, _-h. ., ) ) 4.2.10jL,J. , c J. , c c , ±
= , ' 4.2.11
5 ?
and that
2(C + iD) =-(h, , - h_ _ + i (hu ^+h„ ,))J-,x £1,̂. fj.
= . 4.2.12
5%
Next, take equations 3*2.7, bearing in mind 3*2.9 as defining P,j, and
and multiply equations 3*2.7(3) and (4) by i, and then add to 3*2.7, ( D  and
(2) in a pair-wise fashion, then this will yield
k  = 2 P 3h
and 4.2.13
Similarly, 3*3*5, 3*3*6 and 3*3*7 may be employed to obtain the results
^  = 2 P D x  4.2.14
and
9h = -2 Q 3x 4.2.15
JE" 5%
/u
Taking moduli of these last two pairs of equations, noting 4.2.4, 
4.2.5, 4.2.9 and 4.2.10 and invoking the definition of the pairs P^, 
(3.2.9) and P, Q (3*3.6), the following relationships may be recovered.
Wc = 4 p , W . = -Jp
T  ̂ 4.2.16
WCq = iq , Wq = iq^i
From the above, equations 4.2.13, 4.2.14 and 4.2.15, the relationships
PP^ = i , QQ^ = i 4.2.17
are self evident.
The set of equations given above are valid if the equilibrium cquatio^.s 
and compatibility conditions are satisfied since they are properties of the 
associated solution fields. That is, they apply to variables which corres­
pond to an admissible solution of a plane strain, finite deformation, 
elastostatic problem.
The conditions which must be satisfied in order for the equations to bo 
true are investigated at this stage. Consider the compatibility equations 
as given in 3*2.12. Employing the identities
and
( )»2 = i( ),^ - i( ),^
on 3*2.12(i) and (ii) in turn and re-arranging, 4.2.11 and 4.2.12 may be 
employed in order to obtain the results
(P^h,^),-+ (Qmh,_g.) = 0
and 4.2.18
Noting the identity 4.3*6, these equations may be seen to be mutually con­
jugate and hence either may be adopted as the compatibility equation, nn 
alternative interpretation is that either of these equations may be regarded, 
as being the necessary condition required to ensure the integrability of 
4.2.13* The corresponding condition to ensure integrability of equations
4.2.14 and 4,2.15 is similarly determined, and is
(Px,„ ) + (Ox,7̂ ),„ — 0 , 4.2*19'Zj 46 4£r
the equilibrium equation,
7T
The similar functional form of equations 4.2.18(2) and 4.2.19 is yet 
a farther example of the duality pointed out in Sections 2.4 and This
duality is independent of any assumptions regarding the material definition. 
The solution of a problem may thus be obtained in two alternative ways:-
(i) A stress potential field h (&,-n) may be presumed to exist. Equations 
1̂.2.18 may then be employed to suitably restrict this function such 
that 4,2.13 may be integrated to obtain x (-B,-2t). Now, 4.2.18 involves 
both Prp and which, as- defined, are functions of p,̂  and q̂ , and which 
are indeed related to h (-&,-8 ). Hence, strictly speaking, an h satis­
fying 4.2.18 can be founa.
(ii) A deformation field x (-̂ ,%) may be presumed to exist. Equation 4.2.19 
may be employed to suitably restrict this function such that 4,2.11 
and 4.2.12 may be integrated to obtain h (i5,ë-). This time the differ­
ential e^uauion involves P and Q which via p and q arc functions of
X (K,&), or at least its derivatives.
In both of the above methods, boundary equations must be imposed as and when 
practical.
Practically speaking, methods (i) and (ii) are not identical, for the
imposition and character of the boundary data may bias the selection of
either. Also, it is conventional to specify a material by its strain energy
density function V/, rather than Wc, the complementary energy density. As
such, method (i) may be awkward to apply, in that ?r^(=Wc /p^) and-L Piji '-L
Qn,(-'Wc /q ) may not be obtainable as explicit functions of Urn and q (Wc 1 i 1 J.
is defined via the symbolic Legendre transform 2.4.14). Additionally, any 
mode of solution involving p^ has the unresolved sign of equation 4.2.9 to 
contend with. This unresolved sign is not a problem of any great signifi­
cance, as the indeterminacy is resolved by the boundary data but it is 
another factor to be borne in mind. In all then, method (ii) would appear 
a more attractive proposition than (i) for practical purposes.
Rather than discuss boundary conditions at this point, it will be 
deferred to Section 4.4 as after a general solution has been found such a 
discussion will be more meaningful.
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SECTION 4.3 FURTHER DISCUSSION OF INE^^UALITIES : RESTRICTED TO HARMONIC
MATERIALS
In order to obtain an analytic solution to the equations of Section 4.2 
it is essential that equations 4.2.13 (4.2.19), 4.2.13 and 4.2.16 (4.2.18) 
are in such a form that they may be integrated analytically to obtain 
X (•&,•&) and h (-&,-&). Alternatively, assumptions as to the form of h or x 
could suffice, as in Chapter 3? h was assumed to be analytic as a function 
of -S only. In that chapter the. technique was shown to be of restricted 
applicability.
In Chapter 3i two classes of material are discussed, for which the 
integration to find x and h can be done. The analysis of pertinent inequali­
ties is similar for both classes and is continued with the potentially most 
useful class, that of the harmonic materials
W = f(p) + -%uq^ 4.3.1
As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3i this material was first introduced in
F. JOHN (i960), although different variables were used. For ease of
reference here the following will be included; some inequalities (and 
equalities) determined in 2.3, and restricted, where appropriate, to the 
form 4.3.1 :
(i) f ’ ' (2 ) = , 4.3.2
where and ̂  are the classical Lamé moduli.
(ii) f(2) = 0, f'(2) = 0 4.3.3
(iii) ju> 0, f ' ( p ) > 0  4.3.4
(iv) fs(p) = 0 as p = 2 . 4.3.3
The harmonic material in the form in 4.3*1, has been little used 
generally, except in recent papers by KNOWLES & STERNBERG (1973) and 
papers based on the subject matter of this thesis. JOHN (I96O) and (I966) 
appear to be the only explicit references. The inequalities and limiting 
properties spelt out in the cited papers will be discussed below since 
other authors in using the harmonic material, have specified it differently.
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Restricting the discussion to materials as defined by 4.3*1 it may then 
be noted that
P = ^  f ’ (p) 4.3.6
and
WQ = ^  only. 4.3.7
q ■




Now, given a pure dilation (/\̂  = )\̂ ) it is reasonable to expect W 0 0  as 
J = ̂ 1^2 where J is, as defined in 1.2.2, the ratio of final to initial
volume (surface area in the case of plane strain). It follows that in this
case f(p) — > C» as p 0, or equivalently
f(p)^m p ^
as p 0 with m and n positive constants. From 4.3.8 it folluws that 
P̂ . -̂ ~Q0 as p —» 0 and, moreover, that f’(p)/p - oo. This condition was
imposed by JOHN (I96O) and it implies that the (plane) hydrostatic Cauchy 
pressure tends to infinity as the volume reduces to zero. On the other hand,
KNO./LES & STERNBERG (1973) required that
f'(p)/pp 1
as p — In view of 4.3.8(f), p^ -4- 0 0  as p —> 0 0  . Therefore, invoking 
4.3 *4 , it may be concluded that the first of 4.3*8 is uniquely invertible, 
Conside^'Ation of a hydrostatic stress, as was done in Section 2.3 
results in equation 2,3*11 which may be rewritten as follows
pf’(p) - f(p)>o , p>o . 4.3.9
This was required by both JOHN (I96O) and KNOWLES & STERNBERG (1973b) on
identical grounds. It is to be noted that it is automatically satisfied
for p É 2 by 4.3.4 and 4.3.3,
Then coupling the requirement f’(p)/hp 1 as p 00 with 4.3-9* 
f’(p)/jup<l Vp>0 4.3.10
is obtained. This inequality will be considered further vhen solving a
particular problem as it will be found to be insufficiently'strong.
Now, from the fact that f*(p) is a strictly monotonie increasing 
function of p and that f’(p) - oa as p 0, it is clear that the
equation
f'(p) + ^ p  = c 4.3.11
has a unique solution p^ say, this is because -jup is monotonically decreas­
ing and is greater than f'(p) at p = 0. In addition, as f’(2) = 0, it 
follows that
0<p^<2 . 4.3.12
This condition has been strengthened by KNOv/LES & STERNBERG ( 1973b) to
l(Po<2 ,
the argument being on physical grounds.
The root p^ of 4.3*11 is of great importance in JOHN's analysis, and 
both JOHN and KNOWLES & STERNBERG restrict their analysis to deformations 
such that p) p^ everywhere. For p<p^ the direction of maximal strain is 
not coaxial with the direction of maximal Cauchy stress. The authors 
deemed this to be inadmissible and hence imposed the restriction.
The above discussion summarises the restrictions placed on f(p) by the 
various authors. The various conclusions and results will be further dis­
cussed as they arise in the current text. For the immediate purpose the 
only requirement is that the results of Section 2.3 hold, and that th» 
limit conditions
f * ( p ) —> - QO as p **̂  0 
and 4.3.13
f*(p) ->00 as p ~>Q0,
are true* These are really just statements regarding the nominal hydrostati 
pressure at extreme deformations.
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SECTION 4.4 A GENERAL SOLUTION FOR A CLASS OF MATERIALS
In this section the complex field equations developed in Section 4,2, 
for the material class explicitly selected in Section 4.3, are solved.
Substituting 4.3*6 and 4.3*7 into 4.2.14 and 4.2.13 respectively, tne 
following are obtained
^  = 2 P )x
<93 1%
and 4.4,1
)h = ))x ,
where P is a function of p = 2/^x/33r/. Correspondingly, 4.2.13 becomes
= 2 P^ ^h
and 4.4.2
3x = - 1 ^
where P^ = p/4f'(p).
Note that ?p^ = = f’(p) for this material and f’(p) is strictly
monotonie and hence simple valued; consequently p = (f ' ) (p.p/2) is well
defined.
The second equations in each of 4,4.1 and 4.4.2 are equivalent. Each 
may be integrated directly to yield
h = - ^ x  + 2jtLg(-&), 4.4.3
where g(-&) is an arbitrary function. Using this to eliminate h from 
4.4.1(1) results in
^g'(&) = 2(P+p) )x , 4.4.4
while eliminating x between 4.4.3 and 4.4.2(1) results in
g'(-3) = 2 (Pp + \P.) 3h . 4.̂ !-.3
3-3-
Now, taking the modulus of 4.4.4 and using 4.2.4 to eliminate /3x/33/ and 
remembering that Pp = (3*3*6), the following is obtained;
+ g ' (3-)/ = f ’ (p) 4- jup. 4.4.6
It is convenient that ®(p) is introduced such that
2yi|(p) « f'(p) + y.p == ^ F ’(p) 4.4.7
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where F(p) is the function of p as used by JOHN (1 9 6 O) (see 2.3.18}- Then 
4,4.6 becomes
&(p) = 1 /g'(%)/ . 4.4.8
In Section 4.3 the equation ®(p) = 0 was considered and it was con­
cluded that it has a root p^(Kp^<2). The importance other authors ha^e
placed on p^ was also pointed out. Now, 4 .4.7 indicates that £(p) - 0 
when / g ‘(S)/ is zero but this can only occur at isolated points, provided 
g ’(-S)̂ '0 over its domain 01 analyticity. Indeed, the Maximum Modulum 
theorem indicates that ®(p) = 0 can only occur at the boundary of the
domain. The contention is, and this will be oorne out in the next chapter,
that the sign employed in 4.4.6 is a function only of the boundary data.
The sign is constant throughout a body for a given set of boundary condi­
tions. This merely confirms the remarks of JOHN (I9 6 O) to the effect that 
F ’(p) has a constant sign independent of &.
As in deriving 4.4.6 the modulus of 4.4,5 may be taken and employed to
obtain
+ /g'(3)/ = (f‘) ^ ( p^/2 ) + p y  ̂  . 4 .4 . 9
In writing
''̂ "(Prp) = ("' + Pgi/4/: 4.4.10
it can be seen, as would be expected, that 4.4.6 and 4.4.9 are equivalent. 
This occurs since
y(p^) = Ÿ ( 2 f U p ) |  = (f ' )'^(f (p))+2f'(p)/>
= p + f'(Ç ) = 0(p) ,
where f*(p) has been relied upon to be strictly monotonie in order to 
guarantee that (f.) is well defined.
Now, from 4.4.8 it is inferred that p may be determined as a function 
of & and 3 once g' (-Fr) has been determined. Additionally, given f'(p) is 
monotonie, 0 is also monotonie and hence
p = (i/s' (%)/) -, it.4 . 1 1
formally. The inverse (f) ^(p^/2) must also be strictly monotonie and
hence so mustpv,,) . Consequently ,
\ 'r- ,̂-Jt-û 'î .i C-M. â. :v. ■-•-iô -V. k:,-L--:*As If ̂ * f ,  ifzr/ V ..̂ l̂ %»3fOüA#cLC.L&.i.ULl. J»l’V;-.:'-.t̂>—-t. '. tAfC/a.":,." 'A'%w ajLx '..•
y c
Prp =-y"^(-/g' (2r)/)
may be written as the well-defined inverse to 4.4.9. The critical value
Prp̂  at which 4.4.10 changes sign is given by p^^ = 2f‘(p^). It is negative
and it corresponds to a net pressure.
Consider 4.4.4, where
= ME* (-3) = ng* (3)p 
$3 (P+m) (f'(p)-yjip)
Then, on employing 3.3.o(l), it in turn becomes
_1 -
^x = - Ô (Vg» (3)/)g» (3) , 4.4.12
3 3  2 / g : ( 3 ) /
where 4.4,6 and 4.4,11 have been used to eliminate the terms involving p.
Similarly, 3*4.14, 4.4.10 and 4.4.12 may be used to eliminate from
4,4.3 to obtain
(*)/)(>:'(2) . 4.4.13
5¥ ^ “ 27g'(-2)7 —
The right-hand sides of 4.4.12 and 4.4.13 are known functions of the 
arbitrary g ’(3) and its conjugate, thus these equations may be integrated to
„ &  _-i
+i I ® (i/g>C0)/)g'(a)da + K(2 ) 4.4.14
= ■= j “
p0,,-i ^
h = t J T  Ii3 4 |)/ys'(a)da + K»(a) , 4.4.15
where K(3) and K*(&) are arbitrary. The integrations are with respect to 
-Z-, with -3 fixed.
Thus far there has been some redundancy in the development of the 
theory in this section, since the arguments have been duplicated at all 
points in order to highlight, and is facilitated by the elegant and robust 
duality of the formalism.
The equations 4.2.18 and 4,2.19 have been solved in a parallel fashion. 
The solution of either of these equations would suffice, yielding 4.4.14 or
4.4.13 respectively, since 4,4.3 enables an expression for h to be obtained 
from 4,^i.l4, and for x to be obtained from 4.4.13* In going from 4,4.14 to 
an expression for h, using 4.4.3 allows
_-l
JL- 7 I Ê (-/s' (a)/)g' (%)d3 + g(-S) - K(3), k h 1^
2jd J  y - " —  --- --
to be obtained.




T (i/g'(a)/)=i4>i/g'(2)/-^ ® (±/g'(0)/).
The complete closed form solution is thus obtained.
Now, 4.4.17 may be rev;ritten using 4.4.11 and 4.4.12 as
Pt " y / g ’(3)/ -ÿip .
This result is known to be true from an argument based on other results. 
Using 4.4.6 this equation may be reduced to
p^ = 2f ' (p) + 2;up - ^ p ,  
which is seen to be an identity when compared with 2.4.14, Reversibility 
of the above steps is sufficient to ensure that the solutions 4.4.14 and
4.4.15 are consistent - with the proviso that 4.4.17 iç true. In subse­
quent work presented in this thesis 4.4,14 and 4.4.16 are adopted to 
represent the general solution for the plane strain finite deformation 
elastostatic problem for harmonic materials. It is to be noted that either 
the upper or lower sign must be taken throughout the adopted solution pair, 
which in turn depends on the boundary conditions. The determination of the 
complete solution depends on using these boundary conditions to determine 
the as yet arbitrary g ’(3) and. K(3).
At this point the determination of g'(3) and K(3) from the boundary 
data will be discussed. Firstly, one simple smooth boundary which is speci­
fied as
3 = 3^(3) , 4.4.18
v;ill be considered. Secondly a pair of such boundaries will be considered.
2 —An example of a boundary of this type is 3 = A /3 which defines a circle of 
radius A. This form will be used extensively in the next chapter when 
specific solutions are considered, conformai transformations could be
h)
employed to map a more general boundary on to a circle. For reasons that 
will become apparent, the notation
£  ( - Z s ' ( ^ i 7 y ^ ’ ( i i 7 b  z i ' c S  l7 ^ d  S , 4 .4 .1 9
is introduced. If the integral is indefinite the representation
will be employed.
Consider firstly the boundary condition of place imposed along the 
simple curve 4.4.18, represented by
*x^ = x.|(3), 4.4.20
where x.̂ (3) is the prescribed deformation and is the restriction of 
X to the contour 4.4.18. For simple smooth contours this specification 
is quite general. Consider a parametrized curve defined by
3 = f (cc) cc4- ,oÇp_y ,
where oc is real and neither nor cc^ is constrained to be finite. The , 
simplicity of the curve ensures that
f(oc^) /  V<sĉ  ,cĉ  4 - ^^,oqp) , .
Consequently
OC = f"^(0) (» )
is v/ell defined, as is the function
OC = f”^(3).
These may be employed to eliminate oC and to obtain
1 _-l __
f"^(3) = f (3),
hence
3  = f/"“T (3j/.
Additionally, assume that the boundary condition is specified as
* (oC) o c 4 “ )
then (*) may be employed to eliminate oC and obtain
x^(3) = x^*(f"^(3)).
This serves to define x^(3). Suitably equating this to the restriction 
of the general x to the contour , the representation 4.4.20 is obtained.
Returning to the consideration of the boundary condition of place,
equation 4.4.14 may be written as 
o3-
X - -i/g' (-2_y d
-1 . Ÿ . i i
^ (-/g'( § j/ 27 d ^ + K(g) 4.4.21
which, taking into account the definition 4.4.19, becomes
I + K(3). 4.4.22
Combining this with 4.2.20 yields
_  _ - i
x^(-g) = i-J ZË' ( W  1 z * V  + K(a), 4.':.23
which is evaluated for all 3 such that 4.4.18 holds. In other words
x^(2--|(5)) = -Z#' (5)/ I/"0̂ (5)/ + K(S) 4.4.24
v/hich may be re-arranged to obtain K(3) as follows : -
K(5) = x^(K^(2)) + i Æ ‘(^ÿ I ZF(^i7- 4.'*,25
As written in 4.^1.25 the function K(3) is defined only for all 3 such that 
the inverse of 4.1.18 holds. However, 4.4.25 is an identity in 3  and as su; 
K(3) may be extended to all points 3  in the body. The elimination of K(3) 
between 4.4.25 and 4.1.22 yields, ^
' X = x^(3^(3/ ) - / g ' (32/ ' I ( 3  j7• 4.1,26
It follows that X can be seen to depend on g '(3) only. The corresponding 
form for h may be determined from 1.4.26 and 4.1.3 to yield
h/g^ = g(0) - x ^ | s p * ) ^ ï  -f Zg' (5z7 I /a,0^(52/. 4.4.27
Consequently it may be seen that K(3) has been eliminated from
4.4.14 and 4.4.16. in favour of a boundary condition of place on a simple
smooth boundary as specified in 4.4.18,
Consider now a traction boundary condition, again applied on a curve
as in 4.1.18. By denoting the normal to any curve of the form 1.4.18 bj
and and the nominal traction on this curve by t., and t^, and by
invoking 1.3*3 this produces the result,
h  = h f T  ' S g W p  . p  == + ®22«2’
where S is the nominal stress. Then, writing
t = t̂  + itg , N - + iiy
the following is obtained using 1.2.8
8l
t = -I'Oh. 4.4.29
Adopting the form of curve given in 4.4.18 and writing it in the form
^ (3,3) = 3  - 3 ^ ( 3 )  = 0 
it is possible to use the result that the tangent to the curve is given by
^ ^ ' 3  . 4.4.30
7 ¥ ^ /
By employing this, an expiession for T, the complex tangent, in terms of 
3, as A -Y
( r ( d3, ) )
| 3 T )  r 1 5 T i  i
may be obtained. C o n s e q u e n t l y . an expression for the complex normal N 
results as follows:
N = -iT = - i ^ ^ y  4.4.32(oh )
Hence, using 4.4.32 and 4.4.29 v/ith the second equality in 4.4.31
t = -i  ̂ 4.4.33d3 ) d3
is obtained, where dh^/dZ is the directional (path) derivative of
■^^(3) = h(3,3_, (3)).
The boundary condition of traction can be written
t = t^(3) 4.4.34
on the boundary 3 = 3^(3), where 't' is specified. This result may be
inserted into 4.4.33» which upon integration yields
hi = h^(3), 4.4,35
where h^(3) is known apart from an additive constant.
Thus it cap be concluded that, apart from a constant, the specification 
of the nominal traction on a smooth simple contour is equivalent to specify­
ing the stress potential h on that contour. For the remainder of this 
thesis the form 4.4.35 is adopted at the traction boundary condition. The 
adoption of this result has the pleasing consequence of continuing the 
duality in that the forms for x and h are similar in structure.
Proceeding, then, as in deriving 4.4.26 from 4.4*14, again, tlie 
arbitrary function K(3) is eliminated from 4.4.16, given 4.4.35 as specified 
on some contour as 4.4.18, to obtain ,
ox
1-2
h = + 2MZe(-3)-g(*j^(*iy + >» /#' (Bj/ I Z»-,0^(&2/, 4.4.36
where I /_ is as defined in 4.4.19* The corresponding form for x may be 
recovered from 4.4.3 as -1
2>xx = 2jag j - /g' (5j7 I ^5,0^(5)/. 4.4.57
Thus, both the traction and deformation boundary conditions as applied 
on a simple contour have been tackled. It is to be noted that in each case 
the arbitrary K(3-) was eliminated. The boundary conditions specified on a 
second contour are now considered. The aim being to investigate how these 
may be utilized to determine g ’(3).
The contour is taken to be specified in the same form as 4.4.18, speci­
fically
3  = 3^(3) or 3  = ̂ ^(3). 4.4.38
A boundary condition of place is specified as
4.4.39
where x^C*) is prescribed, and"x^(3) = x (3,3^(3)) as in 4.4.20. A traction 
boundary condition is taken in the form
= h^(3), 4.4.40
where h^ is prescribed and - h(3,3^(3) ). The following notation is
introduced
T  =J Ï ^(- Zg'(§ j7'zË'(âg(a)j_ÿ4 Æ ' d ÿ b  S, 4.4.41
It can easily be seen to be the integral l/_~h ,91 when 3  is replaced by
3  2(3 ).
Firstly, consider the solution 4.4.26 which is such that a boundary 
condition of place has been satisfied on one contour. This result is 
employed to determine g(39 when a second condition of place on a second 
contour is specified, Nov/, 4.4,26 is vailid for all 3  contained in the 
body, in particular on the second contour 4.4.38 where 4.4,39 is specified, 
in which case 4.4.39 may be employed and 3  constrained as ̂  = -5^(3) to 
give
X g W  = - i Z 4.4.42
This theoretically allows g* (3) to be determined but it must not be over­
looked that involves g ’(ô). It may be argued that 4.4.42 allows
g'(3) to be determined on 3  = 3^(3) only, but as it is an identity, any 
solution may be extended over the interior of the body (between the 
boundaries)•
Secondly, and in a similar fashion, 4,4,37 may be employed with the 
condition of place 4,4.39 to determine g(3) as the solution of the follow­
ing
= zjxg - h^l&^Z'-âp&lZj -
->>Z"g'(«2'*^)-7 4.4.43
Thirdly, using 4,4.27 and 4.4.40 the compression
2̂̂ 3̂  = g(a) - x̂ (ĝ yâ,(g)7) +
^  Ï ^ Z " s ' [ S 2 ( & ) y - ^ T Z â , S i [ ^ 2 ^ ® W - 7  4.4.44
is obtained, from which g(3) may be determined. This case is that where a 
traction boundary condition is specified on the second contour and one of 
place on the first,
Finally, 4.4.36 and 4.4.40 permit the generation of an expression 
from which g(3) may be determined, where two traction boundary conditions 
are specified. That expression is
hgCa) = q ( \ Z & 2 ^ ® f ^ )  + Zg(»)-s(»]_Z02(^i7)V +
/ \ —Y / \ 4.4.43
^ Z " k '(2(»))_/ •
Each of the above four equations may be used to determine g ’(&).
Thus a solution may be determined.
Prior to discussing the uniqueness and existence of the above solu­
tions, the extent to which the equations simplify for the semi-linear 
material is investigated
W = Z t o  (p-2)^ 4.4.46
is first introduced as 2.3*19» but is repeated here for ease of reference.
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Firstly, note that 0(p) cf 4,4.7 is zero for
p = p^ - )/(7\+2ju) • 4 .4.47
Where p^, being the critical value deciding which sign is to be taken throu, 
out this chapter, is the important quantity discussed after equation 
4.4.8. If the boundary conditions are such that P>P^» the top sign must 
be used, otherwise the lower must be taken.
From 4.4.7 and 4.4.11 and assuming 4,4,46 as a material definition, 
it follows that
—1
p = ® (l/g« (.g)/) = 2("h-yu) - (3)/. 4.4,48
7̂ +291
Equation 4.4.14 then becomes
ZL
gX =  -  i I  ~ ( .g g ’(^)dl) + K(3)J CA-ryu) (g' (%) )"(g' (3) 
which simplifies to
Employing 4,4.3 the corresponding stress potential h, may be determined as
/  g(a-) t — 1 1
"3" ÿ 1_
g' (ü)^dV ir(â) . 4.4,50
1/
The two equations from which the arbitrary functions K(3) and g(3) may 
be determined are quoted here. This is for the case when two boundary con­
ditions of place have been specified. Equation .4,25 becomes
K(3) ^ X, ( 3 (3)) - ju g(3,(3)) 7
2Ü+2/1
3, (h)
+ Ut») I ■" K ' O ).! 1 d \  , 4.4.51, _________________ , £ h i ) i(>+^a; j (^1 (%))
and 4.4,42 becomes
X^CH-) = X^(gi L â p U ) . /  I 4
+ (g(â) - g(3.. (3 .̂ (3 ) ) )) i 4 .4.52
7\+2yu '*■
, - 8- 
i?\+p) _g ' ( ̂  ) Î ZL
This particular example has been chosen because physical arguments 
imply that this situât ion is the most stable and so the one to which the
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Tîie general question of uniqueness is considered now. However, at this 
moment in time it is to be remarked that the theory is not sufficiently 
advanced to discuss the general sol utions., HILL (1958) and (1968b) has 
generated sufficient conditions such that the solution of incremental problems 
be unique. These conditions were discussed in Section 2.5 in the context 
of a requirement for physically reasonable material behaviour. In terms of 
the material specified by h,5olv the conditions 2.5«6 and 2.5*7 become
and ^4.4.53
9;!'' ' (p)> 0
respectively. These conditions are also sufficient to ensure stability of 
solution. Thus in general, it can be said that provided 4.4.53 holds, any 
solution is locally unique. This does not mean that the solution is not 
independent of the s cress/strain history. However, if the'-e exists some 
neighbourhood JL , of p - 2 and q = 0 in invariant space such that 4.^&53 
holds, then the result can be interpreted as follows:-
"If the material configuration was originally in and its subsequent 
strain history has been contained in ̂,4, at all points cf the material, 
then the cun ent configuration is unique. As the set l/1 is open it 
can also be said that the solution is stable."
Thus the problem that remains is whether any spurious solutions have 
been introduced by the technique, assuming lliat the solution has remained 
within A .  Indeed, it is important to consider what, if any, is the 
redundancy in the pair (g(3) ,K(3;). Eacn function g(3) or K (3) may contain 
some redundant information. Any constant term in g(3) is but a trivial 
example. The pair’ may interact such that c+’he-»-' additional terms do not 
affect the overall solution as specified by the sLress and deformation 
fields. From the general form 4,3.] it is obviously a task of considerable 
complexily to resolve the question of uniqueness. JOHN (I960) has proved 
that given 4,4.53, and provided the strain history remains in A; , then the 
soluLicn he generates is unique, provided that the boundary data is that of
00
place only, and provided also that the region of consideration is simply 
connected.
It is formally straightforward to generalise the technique for deter­
mining g(3) and K(2) employed above, to the case where the material is 
bounded by a set of piecewise smooth contours. Equations may be written 
which specify g(3) and K(3) in this multiply connected region but the mani­
pulation of these equations would prove somewhat troublesome and this exten­
sion is omitted here. In discussing the problem of uniqueness for the semi- 
linear material, however, multiply connected regions are not precluded.
The equations 4.4.49-52 are intimately dependent upon the form
S 4.4.54
where 7,91 are various functions of 3 and Z. The functions K (3) , x(Z,Z) and 
h(3 ,-rr) are v/ell defined if 4,4.54 is path independent. This, itself,
J.
depends on the analycity of g ’(o)^» which in turn depends upon the 
singularities of g ’(^). An obvious restriction, it may be thought, is 
that g ’(%) should have no singularities, such that % is a point of the 
material. However, this condition is not sufficient as the region of inte­
gration is defined by the union of the following:
= (-3: s.t. 3r is a point of the body)
V-, = (3 = 3_(&): s.t. 3  4 - V )I k  o
V_ = (3 = 3, (3): s.t. 3 4 - V )k 1 o
- (7, := 3_(3_, (3)): s.t. 3 - 4 V  )Ik k 1 o
= (3 = 3, (3„(3)): s.t. 3 4 - V )kl I k  o
in other words, g '(h) must be analytic over
^ - € v >  ' g u A q u ' q V  u 4.4.55
This is a sufficient condition for the integral to be simple valued.
In addition provided g'(^) has no zeros for ^ , it is also certain 
that X and h are well defined and finite everyv/here.
oy
/ XThe fact that g ’(o)'' is by necessity of multiplicity tv/o is not 
dis curbing, as the sign to be used in equations 4.4.49-52 is fixed by the 
boundary data through 4.4*52 and this will select the correct branch. 
Unfortunately, the situation is not as simple as the discussion above 
would imply. In Chapter 6 a solution is continued numerically and the 
expression 4,5*54 is shown to have two branch points in V, of 4.5*55* 
Indeed, for an applied traction greater than a particular value, these 
branch points correspond to points v/ithin the material. The solution 
fields are fully discussed there.
This section is concluded by repeating that the question of unique­
ness, when applied to the technique introduced in this chapter, is as 
yet unresolved. All indications are that the resolution is not a trivial 
task but is worthy of note, even for the semi-linear material.
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SECTION 4.5 SHALL STRAIN ASYMPTOTICS
In this section the technique developed in Section is restricted
such that the strains are small. The small strain is assumed at this point, 
to he characterised by
p = ( 2 ̂ = 1  + E, 4,5*1
where /E/ is small.
Consider the equilibrium equations in terms of the Cauchy stress 
(1,5*4(1); restricted to plane strain. Employing the argument as used 
in Section 3*2,1]., and are now introduced such that
G^ll ^21  ̂ “^2;1’ ^ 1 2  4l;2' ^ 2 2  ^ll;l’ 4,5*2
where has been used to denote differentiation with respect to the
co-ordinates in the current configuration. Now is symmetric, hence
"^2;1 " ^ 1 ; 2  ^ ^ ^*5*3
Consequently the existence of a further function *T̂  of x̂  ̂ and such
that
T . 2  = 4 2  A i p  V ’
may be inferred. Equation 4.5*3 is satisfied automatically. The function 
is called the AIRY stress function, and is widely used in classical 
elasticity theory. The major advantage in using ""P is the simple form 
the equilibrium equations assume once the compatibility equations have 
been satisfied, which is that of a bi-harmonic equation for ”P  , The 
works of MUSKHELISHVIL I  (I963) are based on the solution of this 
equation.
Now, consider the relationship 3*2.14, which are in terms of the 
Langrangian co-ordinates (X., »X^). Referring them to the Eulerian pair 
(Xi ,Xe ), employing the relationship
L , i  = ’"n;j ' 4.5.5
and substituting for the nominal stress, via 3*2.4, and employing 
1.3*2 and 4,5*2 v/ith 4,5.4, it may be demonstrated that
ih = ^  .
cx
oy
”T* is regarded as a function of x and x, h is again h^+ih^ of 4.2.7.




of the infinitesimal theory. Thus, for small strains, the generated 
field equations reduce to their linear small strain equivalents.
A more direct comparison with the linear theory is afforded by a 
linearization of the solution fields presented in Section 4.4. In 
Section 2.5: a particular member of the class of harmonic materials, the 
semi-linear material was identified as satisfying all the asymptotic 
requirements for small strains. This can be rephrased as ; as the strains 
become small, the material behaviour must approach that exhibited for the 
semi-linear material. The semi-linear material itself, is the simplest 
material, such that the small strain analysis is consistent v;ith the 
linear theory.
In applying the analysis, start from the solution as stated by equation
4.4.14. The form 4.4.50 is inappropriate, insofar as it is not amenable to
a small strain analysis. Given
W = (p-2)^ +9U q^ 4.5.7
2 2
the semi-linear material, then
f'(p) = (”h-^)(p-2}. 4.5.8 .
Substituting this f'(p) into 4.4.4, taking the modulus and employing
4.2.4
—1
p = 2(fS+p) - 2Ai/g*(3)/ (= ® (/g' (3)/), 4.5.9
Ch+29i )
is determined. Inserting this into 4.4.14, the following is obtained; 
p3
X = i /~2(7\+p) + 2ju/g' (3)/ 7  g' (3) d3 + K(&) 4.5*10
O /g' (À)/
where the top (+ve) sign has been taken throughout. The reason for taking 
this sign is that small strains are to be considered consequently it is 
ensured that p>p^>0.
eo
In contrast to 4,5.1 a small strain specification of
g « U )  = 1 (3) 4.5.11
is adopted, where /^(3)/ is uniformly small over the body. The 
asymptotic analysis consists of a linearization with respect to 
\i^) as a small quantity. Given g'(3) as above, yields
/g'(&)/ = 1 + + \(a)
and _ 4.5.12
/e'(a)/"̂  = 1 -\.(8) - \(2)
to first order in )/, Assuming the terms of second order in
/\(3-)/ are zero, and inserting 4.5*12 into 4.5*10, some simple algebra 
will produce the form
u = X - 3 = /S6a) - htM x»(3)3 + K(i) 4.5*13
where (3)dZ =*)((3) has been written; the displacement u is also 
introduced. Employing 4.4.3» the corresponding complex stress potential 
h may be simply recovered as
= ^  (&)j - K(a) . 4.5.14291 “ %+2p
The classical results may be obtained from the book by MUSKHELISHVILI
(1963) and a summary of his technique will be founH in Appendix A2. The 
results are
h^ = /(3) + +'^(3)
and 4.5'15
u^ = N/(3) - 3 0'(3) - 
where the ’L' denotes a linear quantity. Comparing these with 





N = 9.1/ ( Tiĥ i )
are sufficient conditions to permit the Lwo solutxons to be identified. 
Thus it has been shown that the technique employed is consistent with 
that of MUSKHELISHVILI.  , All that needs to be done now is to verify
9r
that the form 4.5.11 is indeed implied by small strains, this follows 
below.
By employing 4.4.5 and 5*5.6
ÿig' (3) = 2(f * (p ) + ya) ^  4,5.16
p ^3
can be obtained. Taking the modulus of this and using 4.2.4(1), gives
^/g' (3)/ = / f * (p) + jd/ p 4.5.17
P
On applying the small strain criteria, as defined by 4.5*1, and expanding
f ' (p) about the point p = 2 to linear terms only, the follov/ing results :
/g'(3)/ = / f »(2)+2m + f ( 2 ) + m E/ 4.5*18
2ji Z)X
v/here E = p - 2. Thus for harmonic materials, it may be ensured that 
given a sufficiently small strain (as measured by E ) , that / g ’(3)/ lies 
arbitrarily close to a fixed constant. If the material is the semi-linear 
material or any harmonic material consistent with it for small strains, 
then the condition f ’(2) = 0 noted in Section 2.5» forces this constant 
to be 1. Thus equation 4.5*18 is a statement that / g '(3)/ may be 
arbitrarily close to 1 for small enough strains, and hence the interpre­
tation 4.5*11 is shown to be consistent.
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CHAPTER 5 SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS
SECTION 5.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter the general solution and techniques developed in 
Chapter 4 are used to obtain closed form solutions to a variety of 
problems. Firstly the deformation of annula material configurations 
is considered, this includes the degenerate case of a cylinder. The 
boundary conditions are assumed to be constant as a function of the 
polar angle, thus ensuring that the deformed configuration is again an 
annulus. Examples of this problem class and their solutions are to be 
found in Sections 2.6 and 3*4.
Finally, in this chapter the problem of an infinite plate v/ith a 
circular anomaly is considered. The boundary condition at infinity is 
taken to be that of a uniaxial tension. The elastic properties of the 
anomaly will range from being rigid to being simply that of a hole.
The solutions of problems of this class are not, in general, of a closed 
form and integrodifferential equations are involved. The solutions are 
analysed, as far as is practical, analytically. In the next chapter the 
solution for a particular material will be continued numerically and 
pictorial and tabular results will be presented there.
In Section 5*2 the equations of Section 4.4 are restricted such that 
the boundaries considered are circles centred on the origin. In Section 
5*3 the equations of Section 5*2 are used to solve a variety of problems 
pertaining to annuli. In Section 5*4 the general characteristics of the 
solutions of Section 5*3 are discussed and common factors are highlighted. 
In Section 5-5 the solution of three problems concerning an infinite plate 
containing a circular anomaly are considered. A large proportion of the 
work in this section is an asymptotic analysis for large /&/.
To conclude Section 5*5» the problem of a finite length crack is 
formulated, but not solved.
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SECTION 5.2 SPECIALISATION TO CIRCULAR BOUNDARIES
In this chapter several problems in which either one or both bounda­
ries are circular are to be considered. For this reason the equations 
generated at the end of Section 4.4 are presented below, restricted to 
this form of ooundary.
The boundaries are specified as follows:
and 5*2*1
âgfa) = B^/g,
representing circles of radii A and B respectively with A < B .
It is expedient to define an expression 3 ^ by
r7)_ -1 i __ i J- ^
i (- ZS' (BV8) J  )Zs'(^)_y d 0 . 5*2.2
The equations to be specialised are 4.4.42 - 45. The process of 
specialisation is but automatic substitution. The resulting equations 
are given below:-
= x^(A7s/g2) i i ZW'(B V^)_7 Z^iA^VB2_7, 5*2.3
^Xg(a) = 2^g(A^a/g2) - (A^«/g2) +
- jx U^^a,A^a/g2_y, 5.2.4
hgfa) = 2_jig(a) - 2>iXj^(A^a/g2) i
i
and
hgCB) = h^(A^g/g2) + 2;i |g(B) - g(A^2/g2)j +
?  _ “ 2’ _  ?
+ _ H ^ g ' ( B V 2 ) V  T Z 3 i A - a / B _ 7  5.2.6
respectively. These correspond to the pairs (x,x), (h,x), (x,h) and
(h.h). The ordered pair indicates the boundary conditions specified on
the circles radius A and radius 5 ; x denotes displacement and h traction
boundary conditions. After g(Z*) has been determined the appropriate
solutions are obtained from 4.4,26, 4.4.27, 4. t o ?  and 4,4,56 respectively
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The substitution 5^(n) = is also required. In practice, however,
after 4,4,26 or 4.4,27 or 4,4,36 or 4,4,37 have been employed to 
determine either x or h, 4,4,3 is then employed to find the other 
field.
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SECTION 5.5 A CLOSED-FORM SOLUTION FOR AN ANNULUS
The configuration adopted is one of an annulus centred on the origin 
with radii a < B, Thus, given the boundary conditions, one of 5«2«5“6 may 
be employed to determine the unknown function gC&).
The problem to be considered first is that of the radial expansion of 
the inner boundary whilst the outer boundary remains unstressed. It is 
supposed that the boundary radius is increased by a factor of oc .
The first problem is how to phrase this condition in the required form 
(4,4,20). As mentioned in Section 5*2 the curve is specified by
% = a^(2r) = A^/â . 5.3*1
Hence the boundary condition is written
x̂ (-ià) = 0C&, 5*3*2
The second problem is the form of the stress boundary condition.
As in Section 5*2 the outer boundary is specified by the curve
I  = , 5*3*3
From equation 4,2,7 the condition of zero traction on the contour 
5*3*3 becomes h^(a-) = constant. Without loss of generality this constant 
may be taken to be zero. The second boundary condition thus becomes
h (5) = 0 , 5*3.4
Now, substituting 5*3*2 and 5*3*4 into 5*2.5» the following may 
be written
0 = 2;ig(-&) - rrlyi Zf ' (b5'^) J  ^ , A ^ S / ^ 2 J  , 5.3.5
as an equation for g(&), w h e r e i s  defined by equation 5*2.2, An 
obvious solution of this is
g(a-) = \ %  5.3.6
to within an additive constant, where ^ is a constant depending only 
on the boundary data.
The question as to whether this solution is unique is at present 
unanswered. This was discussed at the end of Section 4,4. However, 
inverting the order in which the boundary conditions are taken yields 
a similar form for the solution.
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Taking the boundary conditions as
bu (a) = 0 on -2̂(5) = 
and then 5.3*7
x^C^) = on = A^/a ,
and employing 5*2.4, yields
2pxx% = 2fAg (B^a/A^) i
- nZf'(A^/8)_/ ^
1 ^a 1 _i J2 ", 2 £ 2
«i ( % '  ( % /  )/g'(%y'd ^
2,
B 2/^2 5.3.8
as the equation for g(a). The same form of solution is again suggested.
Returning to the problem as originally posed, observe that 5*3*6 with 
the definition of ®(p) in 4.4.8, results in
®(p) = -/]/ . 5.3.9
Thus, provided f ’(p) / -^p, p is independent of Substitution of
5 .3*6 and 5*3*9 into 5*3*5 yields the following
- Z” 0(p) - i p ( l - A ^ B ^ ) v  \  = OCA^/B^ , 5.3*10
where the left-hand side is left in terms of p so that the general properties
-A-
independent of the particular harmonic material may be discussed, ^ is the 
unit vector in the direction of \  • It can be seen immediately that ^  is 
real. From 4.4.7 it is found that
l(p) - ip(l-A^/B^) = f'(p)/ ^̂ + ipA^/B^. 5.3.11
This, in view of 4.3*4, is a monotonie increasing function of p, with the 
value A^/B^ when p = 2. Equations 4.4.7 and 4.3*3 yield ®(2) = 1 and 
hence = 1, when p = 2. Consequently the positive sign in 5*3*9 must be 
taken and ^  = $^p) taken in the neighbourhood of p = 2. Equation 
5 .3*10 then becomes
f ' (p)/^ + ipA^/B- = ocr.A^/B^. 5 .3*122;i
In view of the monotonicity discussed above 5*3*12 shows that p is 
a monotonie function of cc (for fixed A and E), This is also the case for 
®(p) which is clearly now valid for all 2. It is worth noting that
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for 0<ceCl, equation 5*3*12 indicates that ®(p)>0, so that o has a lower
limit greater than the critical for this problem. For a given f(p),
5*3*12 may be solved to yield p as a function of oc .
The solution for x can now be written from 4.4.26 with &^(-&) =
^  = CD(p) and 5*3*8, as
X = ^p(S - A^/— ) oc-3 . 5.3.13
This solution is now employed to analyse the volume changes taking 
place in the material, both locally and globally. Using 2.3*18, which 
gives the local volume ratio J in terms of p and q, with 4.2.4 and 4.2.5» 
an expression for the volume change may be determined as
J = - A^Cip - oc)^/R^, 5*3*14
where = &&.
Note firstly that J increases with R. This is in accord with the 
conclusions reached at the end of Chapter 2. Noting 5*3*12, the dependence 
of 5*3*14 on <x: may be eliminated to yield




J = i(p - f ' (p) (p + f'(p) 5*3 .13(2)
jj. AR ja. AR
The requirement of the material impenetrability (1.5*1) may be applied
and the following concluded; either
f ‘(p)/AR with f  (p) \-AR  ̂ <
.up - y r '  ÿ  5.3.16
or
f '(p)\ AR with f «(n) /-AR 3*3*17
must hold. The latter (3*3*17) are mutually exclusive, as such 
5 *3.16 is adopted. The requirement of f ' (p)//jup<( 1 as in 4.3*10, was 
noted by JOHN (I96O) and KNOWLES & STERNBERG (1973b). It may be seen 
that 5*3*16(1 ) is a stronger restriction for this particular deformation.
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The condition 5«3»l6(2) represents a lower bound on f’(p)/^p and thereby 
contradicts the hypothesis of JOHN (I96O) who required f’(p)/^p — ) - 03 as 
p —ÿ- 0. Further, note that 5«3*10 implies that ®(p) is greater than zero 
and consequently p must be restricted to be greater than the critical p^ 
for this problem.
Consider the Jacobian of the transformation evaluated at R = A, J^.
Its dependency on p, or equivalently qc , is now discussed. Putting R = A 
in 5.3.14
= oc(p-oc) 5 .3.18
is obtained. Insisting that this is non-negative enables 5.3.16(1) to be | 
recovered with R = A. In Section 4.5 the condition f ’ (p) as p -ÿ- + co
v/as imposed. As p increases monotonically v/ith o C , it is appropriate to 
impose 5.3*16(1) for all p>0, then 4.5.10 follows immediately. Alternatively:
5 .3.16 may be regarded as limiting the range of s admissible for this 
problem. The validity and scope of these restrictions is discussed below.
The dependence of J on p may be investigated using 5*3.13(1) yielding 
M  _ 2f'(p) 5 .3.19
From 4.5*3 the above may be concluded to be greater than zero and hence 
that:-
J increases initially from unity as cc. increases from unity, 
independently of the magnitude of B/A or the form of f(p).
The question as to whether the volume will always increase is not possible 
to answer for a general material, except chat locally at R = A it may be 
said that
\ ^ 2J = 1 according f *(o) = A
^ y i ÿ . ' ÿ  > b2 •
If J^>1 then J>1 for all R (A ^  R < B ) as J is monotonie increasing in R«
Hov/ever, as may be seen from 5.3*20 whether 1 or J ^  1 depends intimately 
on the function f(p). For the semi-linear material the situation is some­
what clearer, in that
and thu£
■ 4-, AiH
? (Mr < ÿ 5.3.21
ensures that J^>1. Consequently, noting that the terra dependent on p is 
monotonie increasing as p — >co from p = 2 and as this term tends to the 
value ], 5 .3 . 2 1  is seen to be a restriction of the validity of this 
material class. In order that with oc->l, p is restricted as
2<P<2 , s.’,.22
Having discussed, the local volume ratio at R = A, the expression
for the ratio of the total deformed to the undeformed, volume of the
annulus is considered briefly. From 5.3.I3 it is possible to write
p2 1 B(f'(v))2 ,
where a<b are the radii of the deformed boundaries. This, on noting
5 .3 . 1 5  with R = A, is seen to he greater than Consequently, there
is an overall volume increase provided J 1. The converse is not 
necessarily true.
Note that is monotonie decreasing as a function of B/A for 
fixed cC , as should be expected.
It must be borne in mind that the restrictions placed upon f(p) so
as to ensure that a reasonable elastic response is predicted, must nut be
applied unthinkingly. No real material has an infinite elastic regime, 
and thus there is no reason to impose a ] easonab.Ie response for the whole 
range 0<p^oo. Provided the restrictions hold in some domain enclosing the 
point p = 2, then the theory and material are reasonably applied within
that domain. For the semi-linear material 5*3.-i6(l) cannot be satisfied
for all p>2 unless ?\C0, in which case 5.3*16'2) is invalidated for some 
p. Indeed, KNO'..̂ LES & STERNBERG (1975b) have argued that
f'*(p)/).i>l
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which, because i“(2.) = }x+ji implies that7\>0. Thus an inconsistency exists 
if the restrictions are applied for all p. However, if it is borne in mind, 
that the semi-linear material is a highly restricted form of the constitu­
tive law, being but an extension of the classical linear one, it cannot 
reasonably be expected to be appropriate as a description of the complete 
non-linear elastic behaviour of real materials. All the restrictions noted 
here, in Section 4.3 and in Chapter 2 serve merely to identify the neigh­
bourhood of p = 2 where the description is valid.
For real materials the theory of elasticity fails to be valid beyond 
some critical range of values of p (containing p = 2), for a number of 
reasons. For example, the material may rupture or yield at values of p 
outside this range. Therefore for any given material, provided the 
inequalities hold within the critical range, the material is deemed to be 
reasonable. That the material deviates from these conditions outside the 
range is irrelevant from a physical viewpoint, since elasticity theory is 
not appropriate there.
Thus, adopting a form of f(p) which fails to satisfy certain 
inequalities should not mean automatic rejection of that material. It 
could well be that the elastic domain, where the restrictions hold, is 
sufficiently large for non-linear characteristics to be discussed.
Consider now the inflation of an annulus. This problem is an 
interesting variant of that just considered. In some neighbourhood of 
the undeformed configuration the solutions ought to be formally identical. 
However, in the problem considered now the possibility of bifurcation into 
an asymmetrical configuration exists, for some critical value of the 
pressure.
?It is assumed that on the inner boundary = A ' there is a uniform 
hydrostatic pressure G  per unit current area. Employing NANSEN’s formula 
(TRUESDELL & TOUPIN ^1960/, Eqn.20.o) which relates the deformed to the 
undeformed normal to a surface, specialised to a curve in plane strain, 
the expression
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t = -CT(N ^  -N ^  ) 5*3*23
%  %
for the nominal pressure (referred to as in Chapter 2) per unit 
undeformed length, where N is the unit undeformed normal, is obtained.
For the moment, generalise the equation of the boundary curve to 
■g - -g^(&) and note that 5*3*23 may be recast as
t = - 5 N  5*3*24
_ 3â"
where (-2?) = x as in Section 4.4. Then, inserting
4.4.32 in 4.4.53 and comparing with 5*3*24 it may be concluded that
II = 5.5.25
j r
- A -where h^ is again the restriction of the stress potential field to 
the contour-& = 2^(g). Integration of 5*3*25 yields
h^ = , 5*3.26
a constant term being ignored. However, from 4.4.5
=  " 2ux'^ +  251g ( S ’) ,v 5 * 3 , 2 7
and hence
- 2ug(&) , h. = -2jiG*g(gr) . ,5*3*28
" ■ ?JX-G 2JU-IS
Thus, although for this problem the boundary condition is in neither
of the standard forms, it may be expressed in either of these forms by
means of 5*3*28. The problem does, however, become that more difficult
insofar as the unknown g(S) becomes an integral part of the boundary
condition-.
Specify zero traction on the other boundary as
h^Ca) = 0 5.3*29
on •& = gp(2r) = B^/-3. Either 5*2.5 or 5*2.6 may be employed to determine 
g(g). Thus, from 5*2.5 with h^(-&) given by 5*3*23(1), an expression for 
g(g-) is obtained as
1
2ji - s(») = i Î ZB'(b5-3)_7" ■'FZS.'la/B_7- 5.5.50
^ ”CT
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Again, as in 5*3*8, it may be noted that one solution is as 5*3*6 and 
may be written g(g) - ^ The * serves to differentiate this from the
constant defined in 5*3*6. On substiuuting this into 5*3*20.
£(p)/p = -J(l-A^/g2) (O'-2yi)/ 3*3*31
is obtained. An argument presented above has been employed to infer 
that the upper sign in 5*3*30 must be taken. The solution for the 
deformation field is obtained from 4.4.37 with ■S-|̂ ('g)=Â /-&,
X = ?p(g-A^/— ) + ^ \ * A ^ / (  (2^-E")-Z) , 3*3*32
where ®(p) =\,* and p is obtained from 3*3*31* P is again independent 
of g. Comparing 3*3*32 with 3*3*13 yields
oc = 2;u \ * a 9 ( 2 m - C ) ,  5.3.33
and the two solutions are identified. Clearly, G” is determined as a
function of o c . Thus a relationship is determined; that of the measur­
able strength of the material.
Noting the requirement 3*5*16(1) which ensures that J is greater 
than zero and using 3*3*31 and 4.4.7, the condition
. , o c <  2>i(l-A^/g2)
is obtained. This requirement ensures that /x/ is a monotonie increasing 
function ofCT, the applied Cauchy pressure. Thus the magnitude of the 
true applied stress is bounded above. That this limit exists should 
not be of concern, considering the above discussion concerning harmonic
materials in general. However, this result could have been anticipated
from other physical considerations, albeit for this material class.
From 3*3*31 it may be calculated that
^  (p)-|(p)]/3C ,
where OC is the radial stretch on R-A. As a consequence of this 
expression it is seen that the behaviour of C  as a function of p (or 
equivalent oC ) depends on the factor
|p?(p)-£(p)j .
This, using 4,4.7, may be simplified to •
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 ̂ fp f¥J'
Now, JOHN (i960), KNOWLES & STERNBERG (1973b) and Section 2.5, in
requiring a physically reasonable response for hydrostatic stress,
infer that f '(p)/^P has to be monotonie increasing. Hence given that
p is positive, 5*3*32 and - the two proceeding expressions are greater
than zero. Thus a reasonable, physically based requirement is that
C  is a monotonie function of <%: . Equation 5*3*32 thus limits the
range of applicability of the material class. It may be noted that 
2 2from G"<6 ̂ ( 1 - A  /B ), that this limitation increases in severity as 
the annulus approaches a cylindrical membrane.
For rubber-like solids it is well known that as the volume 
enclosed by a circular cylindrical membrane is increased, the inflation 
pressure rapidly attains a maximum, falls ̂ to a minimum and then 
increases monotonically up to rupture (ALEXANDER ^1971/)* However, 
the mode of deformation between the maximum and minimum is asymmetrical 
in nature. It may be noted that the solution corresponding to the form 
5*3*6 and 5*3*32 is symmetric. Thus experimental evidence predicts an 
upper bound to the applied pressure, such that the deformation is 
symmetric. It is conceivable that other solutions of 5*3*5 exist such 
that an asymmetric deformation results. However, it must be emphasised 
that the constitutive lav/ considered here is not appropriate for rubber­
like solids, since the bulk modulus is of the same order as the shear 
modulus, v/hereas for rubber-like solids their ratio is of the order of 
10^.
As an illustration that the sign of £(p ) depends on the boundary
data and that this degree of indeterminacy presents no fundamental
problems, consider the case of an annulus as before but with a solid
interior and a boundary condition specified on R=B of a fixed displace-
— 2ment. The boundary condition on S3=A is therefore
x^ (-&) = (1)
and that on is
O _______________  5.3.
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where 9 is leal and
A/g < 9 . (3)
Substitution of 5.3*35(1), (2) and (3) into 5*2.3 yields
(?-A^/g2)a = - (B^/%j/^ " y  Z&,A^g/^2/. 5*3*36
A solution of the form 5*3*6 is again possible. Inserting into 
5 *3*36 yields
ï-f\/I(p) = (Ÿ -A^/g2)/(l-A^/g2). 5.3.37
As from 5.3.37, \  is real 5.3.9 may be written as
®(p) = i 5.3.38
and 5*3*37 becomes
ip = 1( P-A^/g2)/(l-A^/g2). 5.3.39
The requirement that p be positive for all T such that 5.3.5(3) holds, 
indicates that the positive sign must be taken, at least in some neigh­
bourhood of p = 2. Indeed taking the lower bound of 9 = A/B, 5*3*39 
gives
p >  2A/(A 4 B) ' 5*3*40
as a limit.
From 4.4.26, with 0^(ë) = A^/^, the solution for x in the form
X = ip(a-AV^) + A^/- 5.3.41
is obtained. As previously, using J = ■J(p^-q^) and 4.2.4 with
4,2.5 to evaluate the local volume change on R=A,
= P-] :• ’ 5*3*42
results, whicn again is required to be positive. Thus from 5*3*39, 
imposing 5*3*42, a requirement of
is obtained.
Now, recalling the definition of p^ from Section 4.5, it is seen
that = £(p) passes through the value p •- p^ as 9 decreases, providmd 
p^5 1* l:d general, however, whether p^^ 1 or ^1 depends on the form 
$ ( p). KNOWLES & STERNBERG (l975b) present an argument that p^]^ 1 for 
any form of 0(p),
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If A=0 and the annulus degenerates to a cylinder the solution 
5.3*41 reduces to
X = ipg s Ÿ s. 5.3.43
The deformation is homogeneous, J = 9^ is automatically positive and 
the sign of £(p) must change as decreases through the value 9 ̂ Mp^* 
Finally in this Section the problem of the shear of an annulus 
fixed between two circles of fixed radii is considered. This problem 
was first considered at the end'of Chapter 3 where a different solution 
method was employed. The formal solutions of Section 2.6 are also of 
relevance.
The boundary curves are as before and the boundary conditions in 
the conventional form adopted are
x̂ (-2r) , X (-&) = &e"® 5.3.44
where G is the fixed angle of applied shear. Insertion of tnese into
5 .2.3 yields
i ?Zg' (B^/a)/ 5.3.45
for the determination of g(-2). Again 5*3*6 is a possible solution. 
Adopting this solution form, 5*3*45 becomes
7P%/$(p) = 5.3.46
with ®(p) = - / } / .  Taking the modulus of 5.3.46,
ip = (1+A^ - 2 ^ C o s G )^/( 1 -A^/ 2) 5.3.47
^  b8
results. Clearly p is a monotonie increasing function of G over the 
range 0>^ G
1 ip <  (l+A^/^2)/(l-A^/g2). 5.3.48
Since 2 the positive sign is appropriate and £(p) - /| / ^ 1 .
Using 5*3*46 and 4.4.26, the deformation field is obtained as
X = (e^® - AVg2)(3 - AVg)/(l - A^/g2) + . 5.3.49
Notice that this solution is independent of the form of the 
function f(p). This is contrary to the conclusion of the previous 
examples.
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As previously, note that the volume ratio J is an increasing function 
of R for any given value of 0.
J = [ + 2(l-Af)Cas«;/(l-AVB^)^, 5.3.50
and is positive for ® in the range ® provided
Cos8>i (l+A^/g2) . 5.3.51
This condition restricts ® to some range 0,^ S ^ 0^ say, where
® depends on the ratio B/A, The smaller the value of B/A the smaller o
the value of ® . Additionally, G / ?  iT as this corresponds to a plate, o o ■ .
B/A —^ CO .
The condition 5*3.51 represents a limit to the angle through which
an annulus can be twisted. For example, if B/A=2 the angle is about
50° and the maximum principal stretch about 2. This limitation can be
interpreted in various ways:-
(i) It could be that the form of constitutive law is not appropriate
for the representation of the elastic deformation described
beyond some critical angle
(ii) It may be that internal buckling is initiated at some critical.
value of G<C® . In this case the deformation does not have the o
simple form resulting from g(2) = \ s ,  but bifurcates into a
more complex mode.
(iii) The value G lies outside the elastic domain of the materialo
in question.
(iv) The solution g(&) = \ s  of 5*3*45 may not be unique.
It is worth noting that within the allowable range of G , decreases
monotonically from 1 as G increases from zero. Moreover, for R^A it
2 2 is easy to show that J=1 where R -AB and J3l for R / AB. The result
J^<1 was noted in Section 3*6.
In the corresponding problem for incompressible materials the
solution is necessarily of the form x = Material circles
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in particular do not change their radius, whereas for compressible 
solids as considered above, all material circles apart from 3 
change radius. In fact, it is easy to show that a non-trivial 
solution with r = R is impossible for the harmonic material class; 
this was done in Section 3*6. Thus it is concluded that, in general, 
non-homogeneous isochoric deformations are not possible for compress­
ible elastic solids.
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SECTION 5.4 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS AND SPECIAL CASES
Each of the solutions presented in Section 5*3 were characterised by 
the fact that g(^) = for some \ . A consequence of this was that p was 
independent of the spatial variable S, and dependent only on the boundary 
data. This was shov/n to be a necessary consequence of circular symmetry 
for this class of materials. A characteristic of the problems of Section 
5*3» is that the boundary data were linear in g. Indeed, for the strain 
energy function 4.5.1, if the boundary data were linear in-S then a 
solution with g(Z) = \ tj and p constant is always possible whatever the 
boundary geometry, as is evidenced by the general forms 4-4.42, 4.4.45, 
4.4,44 and 4,4.45. Whether or not this class of solutions is unique is 
undetermined. The topic of uniqueness was discussed in Section 4,4. 
Section 5*5 illustrates that solution of the form p = constant contain 
many interesting traits. Problems in which p varies as a function of 
position are considered in Section 5*3*
It is of interest to note that a deformation field of the
form
X + K(2), 5*4.1
where \ and m are constants and K(S) arbitrary, is such that p is 
constant. In this connection it is worth remarking that SENSENIG 
(1965), using a semi-inverse method, obtained a solution to a 
problem of the deformation of a sector of a circular annulus. His 
solution in respect of the semi-linear material may be written
1 o (l+2m)
X = (A+n) 2 (zZ-̂ +̂c,. a +c„a 5.4.2
Cm ^T) Tï P^T * ^  ^
with and and constant. This solution is the only non­
trivial solution for compressible elastic solids to be found in 
the literature on fini be strain deformations. For a complete 
circular annulus continuity arguments require m=0 and 5*4.2 reduces 
to 5.3.13 with p again constant. This result and those of Section 
2.6 would appear to lend weight to an argument that the solution 
g(-2)= '^2 is indeed unique for this class of problem where circular
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Consider now the boundary /alue problem of a circular anomaly in 
an infinite plate. The results of Section 5*3 are applicable in the 
limit as B/^ — ?■ oo provided the boundary condition has meaning there.
Firstly suppose that there is no stress at infinity; that is 
h -> o as /2/— oo . On the boundary 213=.̂.*“ the data is specified in 
the standard form 4.4.35, the stress condition h^(3-) for the moment 
being left quite general. The solution of 5.2*6 with B/^ ao , is 
applicable and reduces to
o = h^(A^g/g2)+2;i|g(g)-g(A-g/g2)) + ^
+ yZg' y'la, A^a/Bf/' ,
v/here is defined by 5*2.2.
Prior to taking the limit B/A go , consider a solution of
the form g(3)=^-3. It is of interest to investigate which forms 
of h^(-S) are admissible with this form. Equation 5*4.3 reduces to
o = h^(A^S/g2) + 2y ;\s-^ -TyxpS /ï-A^/gg/ . 5.4.4
2This on taking the limit A /^2 o becomes
h^(0) + (2/|/+p)jige’'̂‘̂  = 0; 5.4.5
where = /J/e . This is really an identity for all 3 and 
hence
h^ (0) = 0
and 5*4.6
2/1/ + p = 0
result. These follov/ from the fact that p is constant given the 
form g(3) = ̂  3. The form g(3) = ̂  3  is a solution for any boundary 
data of stress because 5*4.6 is not a real restriction. The 
corresponding solutions are obtained from equations 4.4.36 and 
4.4.37 as
X = ja - h^(A^/3 )/Zji 5*4.7
lie
and
h = h^(A^/â), 3.4.8
where 3*4.6 has been employed.
It will be noticed that 3*4.6(2) is independent of the boundary 
data h^(&). Consequently, if a loading path from h^(3) - 0 when 
p = 2 is considered, then these values will not alter as the surface 
gg=A^ is loaded. Thus from 3*4.6(2) with p = 2 it may be concluded 
that /j/ = 1 and
\ = e ^ ^  3*4.9
may be written. Additionally it may be noted that 3*4.6 indicates
that the negative sign must be adopted in 3*4.4 and 3*4.3 as p^O.
The value ofu? depends on h^(8) as will be demonstrated.
—  2The resultant force on a curve C, the contour Z3 = A , in the 
undeformed configuration is given by the integral of the nominal 
traction around that curve. Using 4.4.33 this may be written as
I"i tdl = -iZh^(zj/^ , 3*4.10
c
where dl is the elemental length on C and /  denotes the variation 
on describing C of the enclosed function. As a result of 3*4.10 the 
condition of zero resultant on C is elegantly expressed as a require­
ment that h^(3-) is simple valued. The resultant couple is given by
1 (x, t -Xpt-)dl = ̂ 1 c d 1 (xdh+xdh) . 3*4.11
—  2This couple must also vanish on 22 =.A which is denoted by C. Thus 
using 3*4.7 and 3*4.8 with the right-hand side of 3*4.11 and equating, 
some maninulation yields
|1|^hg(A^yz) - %A^hg(5)/0^j dS -
- gi Zhj(»)h (A / & V  = 0 , 5.4.12
But on C, (A^/S) = h.| (3) and therefore as h^(3) is single valued.
Ill
the second term is zero. Hence the condition of a zero couple becomes
[\hg(A^/«) A^hg(Z)/a^bo = Ü. 5.4.1;
J c ^
This iiiay be rearranged and 5*4.9 employed to give an expression from 




Thus, as stated, uO is determined from h^(S-) in contrast to the 
modulus of \ .
In the pressure loading case (5*3*25) considered, 5*3*28 may 
be used with g(^) = to produce
h^(3) = -2jul3'\g/(2pi-i5') 5*4.15
and 5*4,14 is automatically satisfied, the reason for this is that 
in the particular case of radial symmetry the a n g l e i s  indetermin­
ate but constant.
If hĵ (-2) = T3 is taken where T 2 N + is is constant, N and S
"• 2respectively being the normal and shear components of load on ZrZ=A , 
then from 5,4.16, Tanu5* - S/N, When 5 = 0  the solution 5*4.7 with 
5.4.8 becomes
X = 3 + TA“/?^h
and
h = TA^/- .
If rr is identified with x this solution is seen to be the one obtained 
from the classical linear analysis. The reason why this soluti on can be 
recovered is that p = 2 for this problem. The situation is somewhat 
different in the second problem considered.
Suppose iiv,w that zero tractions are applied to the surface 
so that h., (3 ) = 0, Suppose also that a uniform field at infinity is 
applied,
h_(3 ) T3 , 5*4.17
as /=/ CO . A more general form of this limit condition is dis­
cussed in Section 5 * 5* Using 5*2.6 as in the previous example
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T - (2/ j^/-p) = 0  5*4.18
is obtained, where ~ * From the case when ï = 0 it can
easily be deduced that the negative sign is the correct one to be 
adopted, at least in some neighbourhood of p = 2. From 5*4.18 and 
using 4.4.7, it may be inferred that
(i) = 5.4.19
and
(ii) f»(p) = /T/. 5*4.20 




X = (e - A /a) 5*4.21
h = T3 - TA^/â 5.4.22
is obtained. When T is real it is possible to employ 5*4.18 and 
4 *4.7 to eliminate / j, /, given that / \ /  = 0(p) , to show that
2/i(x-2) = ̂ i(p-2)g + TA^/â . 5.4.25
This, for the èemi-linear material, specialises to
2yi(x-2) = fiTa + TA^/I , 5*4.24
?)+ju
upon using 5*4.20. This has the same form as the corresponding 
solution in the infinitesimal theory, « and x being - identified on 
the right-hand side. Details of the infinitesimal solution may 
be found in MUSKHELISHVILI (I965; Chap*9), a summary of which 
may be found in Appendix A 2 .
In this case the linear solution was only recovered on 
specialisation to the semi-linear material. Results 5*4.19, 
5 .4.20 and 5*4.22 illustrate how the solution depends upon the 
boundary data through the form f(p). This is in contrast to the 
example considered previously.
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SECTION 5.3 PR0BLEI4S CONCERNING AN INFINITE PLATE
In this section three problems concerning a circular anomaly in an
infinite plate are considered. The a.pproach used is that of Section 5*3
and some results are taken from Section 5*4, In this section it will be
shown that g(S) being linear is not a restriction of the method. As a
consequence of non-linear g(-3), p is shown to have a non-zero spatial
variation. The method of Chapter 3 is inappropriate for this class of
problem. A large proportion of the work presented here is an asymptotic
analysis for large /S/.
The problem of a circular hole in an infinite plane with zero stresses
—  2at infinity and a prescribed stress on -gZ=A has been discussed in Section 
5.4. The problem of a stress free circular hole with a uniform stress 
boundary condition at infinity has also been discussed here. In this 
latter problem h is linear in 3 and independent of -S as / 3 / oo . More 
generally, if the nominal stress is uniform at infinity h may be limited
as
+ Tg + i(S^-Sg)?g + i)Tg - h  + i(Sp Sg) jg 5.5.1
as / 3 / —> oo , where and S are constants. Physically T^ and
T^ are the riominal components of stress at infinity in the and X^ 
directions respectively, whilst S^ and 3^ are the corresponding shear 
components.
Henceforth, in using the notation , explicit reference to 
'/3/ — 7̂CO ’ will bo omitted but this is always implied. When T^ = T^
= T and S^ = -S^ = S , the solution is as presented previously. The 
dependence on 3- in 5.3*1 has not been considered previously. An 
interesting problem which typifies this dependence is that of a uni­
axial tension applied at infinity. In this case T^ = T and T^ =
= = Ü. The boundary condition 5*3*1 becomes
h^-jT(3 - 3). 5*3*2
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This boundary condition is now considered in detail for two problems;
—  2firstly, for a circular hole v,rth zero tractions on 33 = A and secondly,
for a circular rigid inclusion of radius A.
Firstly then, the problem of a circular hole under uniaxial tension
—  2at infinity. From 4.4.36 with 3^(3) = A /— and h^ = 0 the boundary condi­
tion on 33 = A^ is satisfied by ^
h = g(3) - g(A^/ ) 4 i ZE' 1 Z^*A^/g_/ , 3*3*3
where 3/ i__/ is defined by 4.4.19. From 3*3-2 a requirement of
^  ^T , 3*3*4
dS
is identified. Hence from 3*3*3 that
g'(2) + ® (Vg'(s)/) g ' ( g y / g ' ( 3 ) A ^ _ ^  . . 5 .5.5
hji
This expression may be simplified on using 4.4.7 and 4.4.8 to become
f'(p)g'(a)/7 g'(s)/~--2-T . 5.5.6
It follows that g ’(3) is real as /Z/—^OD and more generally, g'(-3) 
has the same argument as T. Further, it must be positive because 
£(2) = 1 and both £(p) and f’(p) are monotonie increasing functions 
of p. Hence, also
f'(p)~-ÿp ; 5.5.7
again more generally f ' (p)^'i/T/. It may be deduced that the upper 
sign in 3*3*3 and 3*3*3 must be taken. Additionally
£(p).'v-'CC , 3*3*8
where oC is a real constant such that
g' (3)^oC . 3*3.9
Moreover from 3*3*7 and 3*3*8 with 4.4.7, CKl can be obtained as a 
function of T as
OC(T) = £ (iT) j = 1̂_ T +,i(f ' )'^(iT). 3*3*10VThis is monotonie increasing as a function of T with (%:(o ) = 1. For 
the semi-linear material f ' (p) = (1\+ ju)/(p - 2), and 3*3*10 becomes
fiC(T) = 1 + . 3.3*11
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Now in view of 3«3«9, g ’(&) may be expanded as
CP
-oC + 2 7  a , 3.3.12
n=l ^
where the a^’s are constant. This is the conventional Laurent expansion 
and is valid for /&/>R*, say. 3*3.9 ensures that no further assumptions 
are made in adopting this.expansion. The first two terms in 3*3*3 may 
thus be expanded as
g(S) - g(AV^O = o C ( Z  - A^/^) + a^ln(ZS/A^) +
CO
+ - Ti), 3*3*13
n=2
The expression 3*3*3 then becomes
_h_ = ocT(& - A“/“ ) + a ln(g^/A ) + Z T  (% ^ ) -
2ju n=2 A^
_ _  ^  _ _
- i Zi'(S)_/ I yg, A^/’ir J  . 5.5.14
For the semi-linear material the asymptotic form of 3*3*14 can 
be solved to yield
g'(S) = cC+ a^Z ^ . 3*3*13
The selection of this form for a general harmonic material is motivated 
as follows. A strong argument is that a form such as 3*3*13 fully deter­
mines a boundary condition of the form 3*3*2. Any further terms in
3 .3*13 would have undetermined coefficients. These coefficients, being 
independent of the boundary data, would correspond to residual stress and 
deformation fields. An assumption of a natural reference configuration 
forces these verms to be zero. In view of 3*3*2 it may be argued that 
a^ = 0 for n)^ 3 since no term involving (n>2) can arise from the 
integral (as shall be demonstrated shortly) to remove contributions of 
this form from 3*3*13 in the limit as /Z/ — > 00 . Additionally, in the 
linear theory there is no logarithmic contribution to x and h and so
a.̂ = 0 ,  as no term may result from the integral in 3*3*14 to compensate
for â ln(*Z-n-/A ) in the limit. Lastly, note that in the same way, for
small strains, any strain energy density function must approach the semi- 
linear and so must their solutions similarly converge «
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Equation 5*5«l4, assuming 3*3*13,reduces to
_h_ = oc (Z-Â /-) + 22(*-A%) - IZ=,A /yV- 3 .3.16
2>̂  a 2
As oC is known from 3*3*11 it remains to determine a^ by considering
the dependence of h on Z as /Z/-^ 0, bearing in mind 3*3*2.
Firstly, from 3*3*16 and 3*3*13
ça
+ a 1  ̂ ® 7Zi'(S)_7 _7 dS, 5-5.17
^  a 2
where 4.4.19 has been employed and the asymptotic form of the integral 
has yet to be determined.
For large /5/, g'(^)''^oc and the integrand in 3.3*13 becomes
S.
1 _ ^ A
® /_ccycc- ̂  and the last term in 3*3*13 becomes
1
-?£ ( oc )Z 3*3*19
for the upper limit only. It remains now to consider the asymptotic 
form at the lower limit when ^  is small and
g ' • 5.5.20
The integral becomes
. 3.3*21
As ^  becomes smalü the argument of ® becomes large, hence the con-
1
sidération of the behaviour of £ for large values of its argument 
is motivated.
Now £ ( p) is monotonie increasing and by assumption £( p)—> oo 
as p“> 05» . According to an assumption of KNOWLES & STERNBERG ( 1973b) 
£(p)/v/p as p-> 00 and hence £(p p for p<(cO - However, when consid­
ering the problem of the deformation of an annulus, a more stringent 
requirement was noted, namely
£(p)^ip(l*A^/j,2) , 5.5.22
which is 4.3*]6, vith R = A and 4.4.7, has been used. In general 
then it is appropriate to assume
i~Equation 5 5 18 has not been used •
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£ ( P )/\v a/p 3 • 3 • 23
as p OD , v/here q/* depends on £(p). in light of 3*3*22 V “<(l is
taken. Now 3 *3*23 may be equivalently written as
_-l
£ (p) ^  pAx 3*3*24
as p oo . Thus 3*3*21 may be written as
^2cC^a^ ^  5.5.25
'ir




Thus using 3*3*19 and 3*3*26 it is possible to re-write 3*3*19 as
C _-l \
h ^  W: - i 0 (qc )(2 + (1 - 1 ) a_2/.2 5.5.27^  “  - ) 2V- 2 A ,
hence, it may be seen that the boundary data of the form 3*3*2 is fully
determined by a g ’(Z) of the form 3 *3*13*
For the semi-linear material, 3*3*27 becomes
7̂ +2)x h (cc-l)g -r a/z7 2 3*3*28
Ti-tM 2>i . ^
as "ir = (7\+̂ )/2jj., and hence using 3*3*2 and 3*3*11» a^ is determined 
as
-• -A^T( ) / '91 (^43̂1 ) . 3 *3*29
As mentioned above, this result may be obtained by integration of 
3*3*14. Equation 3.3.14 becomes
5 T  •  7  ®  -  » % >  -
- A "  ■- + a^g ) 2 j 2 ,̂ (oc + a^ . 3.5*30
A / g
The integral may be expanded as
(oc + ^ = (oc )? _ ^  A__)?
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_i .1 ^ _i j.
ice A '/2 + a_)^ + a_^, ̂   2 n / ^ ^ o <— ^ / c c 71 ^+ 2&^ In/---- :r ^  _T   r-r------ T T / •> V # ̂  \ ̂  /
' (oc Z +a.̂ ŷ ~ + a^^ (or A /- +8^)= - a^^
The dominant term in 3*5«31(i>> as /Z/->c» is simply the expression
cc -g. Inserting this into p*5»30 and taking the limit as /Z/-^ ao ,
allows 5»5*2B to be recovered. However, in the asymptotic analysis
_ _l
of 3«3«31(t) a InZ term has been ignored in favour of oc and if
this term is included, 3.3.30 becomes
>+2m  J l ~ ( o c - 1)2 + fgf - (a.)^ In (a ^ 2/A^) . 5 . 5 . 3 K Ü )
^  a 2
In the specialisation to infinitesimal elasticity, in which case
2T/^<(<( 1 and hence a^/A < < 1 ,  and when oc = 1 + 0(T/)a), linearisation 
of 3.3.3l(i) yields
(cC H- dh'̂ tX Ẑ, + Y  ̂  » 3.3*32.
a 2
2all terms of the order (T/]p) being neglected. Comparison of the 
asymptotic forms 3*3.31 and 3.3*32 with 3*3*2 yields
a = -2A^T (?\+2/u) , 3*3*33
which replaces 3*3*29 in the linear situation. This value of
2a^/A leads to the correct solution for the infinitesimal situation, 
namely
h = i T(£-A'yg) - ir(g - A^/5) - ir(g -A^/E)A^/E'^ .
This result ±s proved in Appendix A2 using the technique of
MUSKHEtlSHVILI ( I 9 6 3 ) .
On the other hand, for the semi-linear material the non-linear 
solution is given by 3*3*30 with 3*3*31* oc is given by 3*3*1]- and
a.̂ hj 3.3.29. It is important to appreciate that 3*3*33 must be 
used in the infinitesimal specialisation. The difference arises 
because of the conflict between the quantities A^/g^ and a^/A^ 
competing as small quantities in the expansion of
( I fv- A ̂   ̂ / y  ̂ ̂   ̂  ̂ ^
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It "i 6 necessary to carry out the linearisation before considering the 
asymptotic form. Note, in particular, that linearisation of the form
3 .3.31 is invalid. Moreover, such a linearisation would be incompat­
ible with 3.3.2.
Adopting the form 3*3.23 which arguably is reasonable for all 
harmonic materials, then 3*3*27 with 3*3*2 yields
a, = -TA^ 2 V  . 5.5.34
2 TjT 2 ^
This is made compatible with the linear theory if
'V = (}\+2^u)/(M3>i) 3.3.33
is taken. This is generally less than 1, as required.
Thus from an extensive asymptotic analysis the coefficient in 
the expansion of g(2) as 3*3.13 has been determined. The total 
solution is then determined by using 3*3*10 to obtaincxi(T) ,
3.3.27 for a^. h is given by 3*3*16 and the deformation field 
is obtained from 4.4.3* Thus in principle the problem is solved 
for all harmonic materials.
Consider now the case of a rigid circular inclusion under uniform 
tension at infinity. The solution of this problem closely parallels 
that presented above except that 4.4.26 is used rather than 4,4,36.
As a consequence of this similarity only an outline is presented here. 
From 4.4.26 with = A^/g and x^(Z) = -Z the deformation field
is given by
X = a3z + i Zi'(3i7 I Zâ.A^/g_7, 5.5.36
—  2and satisfies the boundary condition on -22 = A . Equation
4.4.3 gives
i  = g(a) - X . 5.5.37
This equation allows an asymptotic investigation of condition 
3.5.2 in terms of the expression 3*3*28. As in the solution above 
the form
g'(8) = OC + 3 *3.38
is taken, with a different a.,, however. It is found that
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oc ( T )  = 1 T -  i ( f ' ) ~ l ( i T )  , 3 . 3.39
but a_ is now given by
4>.
a = , 5.5.40
with •V'given by 3.3*33. The solution 3*3.36 reduces to the solution
corresponding to an infinitesimal elastic formulation namely,
^(x-2) = T;u (ë-A^/â) + iT(2-A^/Z) - 
2(TN+/i)
- i T (h+ yu) (2 - A^/i) A^/2^ . 3*3*41
(ts +3/1 )
The solution for the non-ln near problem is given by 3*3*38 with 
3 .3.39 and 3.3*40 inserted into 3*3*36* The stress potential is 
recovered using 3*3*39* In the next chapter the solution of this 
problem is continued for the semi-linear material. Graphical and 
tabular results are also presented, as is a discussion of the numerical 
method.
To conclude this set of three problems the problem of an elastic 
circular inclusion with a uniaxial tension applied at infinity is - 
considered. As there is no essential difference between this and the 
two problems previously considered the solution is dealt with briefly.
Denote all quantities pertaining to the matrix (22>'A^) as in the 
preceding two problems and denote all those variables or parameters 
pertaining to the inclusion (22<A) by means of " a  suffix *. Take 
the general solutions 4.4.14 and 4.4.16 and impose the conditions of 
continuity of x and h across 22 = A “, thereby eliminating K(-&) and 
K*(2) to obtain:- 
For 22^  A
--■2-
X = I ^2,aV 2_7 + Z««S,(A3a) -ÿig(A^/0j/(^,.^) 5.5.42
with
h A  = g(a) - X , 5.5.45
and, for B g ^ A
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X = ?/J',(a)V + (/i,g.(A^/a)-/is(A^/aJ//(Ai,->j) 5.5.44
with
= g* (%) - X • 3.5.':5
I l_ and ,_y are obtained from 4.4.19. It now remains to 
determine g*(Z).
Firstly it is required that x(0) = 0 and that h is finite at 
3 = 0. Thus considering 3*3*44 and 3*3*43 as /3/—^ 0 then
g* (8 ) = OC *3 3*3*46
results, where oc* is constant.
Secondly, as mentioned above for the other two problems,
3.3*42 and 3*3*43 can be investigated asymptotically as /S/— 
with h given by 3*3*2. Similar arguments as above lead to




gC - ^  (oc ) = T/4/i , 3*3*48
(5.5 .49)
a^ = - TA^(/i,̂ -pi) (l+pî -/i ) ^ , 3*3*30
2 2/iV4/1
being determined. Inserting 3*3*46 into 3*3*44 and forcing
00 leads to
_-l
oc */[! - io (oc * j/ = ju(oc-cC ̂ ) 3 .3,31
oc * (/I * ’“)x  )
as the consequence of finite stress at 3 = 0. This expression
allows oc * to be determined in terms of cc# The latter is known
from 3*3*48.
The solution p.3*44 then becomes
 ̂ —  1 _
X = * (oc * )3 + h a^Z- ' 3 *3*32
A
with
__-l _ __ '
h = ^  * ((^ + - >À a^3 3 .3.33
2/1 /I*-/a
A"
for 33<A^. The solution for 3 3 >A.^ is given by 3*5*42 and 
3*3*43 with 3*3*46 through to 3*3*31* Within the inclusion the
—Xnde^jLj^iliiS arises for any homogeneous______
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boundary conditions at infinity, just as in the linear theory.
To conclude this section the problem of a finite crack in an 
infinite plane with a uniaxial tension applied remotely perpendicular 
to the crack is formulated. Consider the crack specified by
g = -â , / a / p V 2  5.5.54
which is a crack centre the origin of length 1. Adopt the limiting 
form 3.3.2 as that representing a uniaxial tension of magnitude T.
For this problem T is considered to be negative, as were this not 
the case, the crack surface boundary data would not be that of a 
free surface. On the crack surface zero applied traction is speci­
fied. This is stated as
0 on 3 = -3, /3/< 1/2, 3*3.33
on using 4.4.33* A condition of continuity of the deformation 
field outside the crack but in the crack plane, is required. This
is specified as a requirement that the real component of x is zero
on the - axis. This is best written as
x^+x^ = 0 on 3 = -3, / 2 / > l / 2  , 3*3*36
although an equivalent form is
x^(3,-&) = i^X(2)+3ÔÏÏTV, /3/>l/2, 3*3*37
for some X(3).
To summarise then, the solution to this problem is given by 
4.4.16 and 4.4.14, yielding h and x respectively, where
hr^T (2 - 3) 3.3*38
2
h^ = 0 on 2 = -3 with / S / <  1/2 3*3*39
Xi+Xi = 0 on 3 = -3 with /S/3>l/2 3:3*60
are the boundary conditions.
Analysis of 4.4.16 with 3*3*58 leads again to the conclusion
that
( 3 ) = o c + 2 L  a 3*3.61n n>o
with
1 o3
ce - oc. = 0 3 .3 . 6 2
and
2©c i $ ( o c ) = T .  3.3.63
Further from S.3.39 with 4.4.16
A  = Î iZ?' (3)_7 M  _ ® Z(s'(t)))^(g'(a))3 Zg'(Sj/d^+g(a)-g(-g) 5.5.64
2;u ^ -a
is obtained. However, this is only valid for /Z/Cl/2. Consequently 
it is not possible to extend this to infinity to employ 3«3*3S.
Using 4.4.3
Re(x) = Re(g(Z)) - Re(h) 3*3*63
may be written and thus 3*3*60 becomes
i/iRe(h) = Re(g(3)) , 3*3*66
on S = -3, /3/>l/2. It is at present not known how this condition 
is dealt with. The problem is left at this point. To date the 
problem of the finite crack in a finite deformation context has 
not been solved. It is not known whether a solution exists for 
materials of the harmonic class.
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CHAPTER 6 NUMERICAL CONTINUATION OF A SOLUTION
SECTION 6.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter the solution of the problem of a rigid circular 
inclusion in an infinite material plane subjected to a uniaxial tension 
at infinity is continued numerically. This problem was considered in 
Section 3*3» The description 2.3*19 which is that of the semi-linear 
material is adopted. Even for this simple material the solution possesses 
many interesting characteristics.
In Section 6.2 a new terminology is introduced for two reasons. 
Firstly, the general solution of Section 4.4 was originally developed 
using the notation which will now be introduced. It is easier to continue 
the solution of Section 3*3 in the original notation and to simply point 
out the equivalences where necessary. Secondly, a major characteristic 
of the solution is a singularity with an associated indeterminacy which 
are also better discussed in terms of the original notation.
Section 6.3 contains a short description of the numerical algorithm 
to be employed. In Section 6.4, the main section of this chapter, the 
graphical results are presented for various values of the traction applied 
at infinity. Some results are also presented which correspond to the case 
where there is an applied shear in addition to the uniaxial tension. This 
situation corresponds to the T of equation 3*3*2 being complex, and ao such 
tlie asymptotic analysis of that section ceases to be valid. Thus the 
asymptotic analysis of Section 3*3 is repeated for a complex T producing 
results which are at variance to those used when producing the graphical 
results. A counter-example is employed which thx-ov/s some doubt on the 
validity of the results of the asymptotic analysis of this section.
Finally, in this section some graphical results are presented which illus­
trate the existence of a singularity.
The existence of this singularity is further confirmed by the non­
convergence of the numerical procedure in some cases, examples of which
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may be seen in this section. The singularity is discussed analytically 
ana it is seen to result from a branch point of an integrand. This dis­
cussion is facilitated by the existence of an analytic representation of 
the solution which will be obtained for this particular case. Whether the 
singularity in the solution is inherent in the problem, or is introduced 
by the method, is a question still to be resolved.
12b
SECTION 6.2 A DIFFERENT TERMINOLOGY
The terminology and notation presented here are different from those 
employed in Chapters 4 and 5* However, the solution method is essentially 
the same and there is little difficulty in converting to either of the two 
representations of the solution. The terminology previously employed has 
the advantage that the sign of equation 4.4.7 is easier to resolve. In the 
notation to be introduced here the indeterminacy is lodged elsewhere allow­
ing a change of this sign within the material to take place. A comparative 
analysis, however, reveals that this change of sign has to be made in order 
to keep the ^(p) of equation 4.4.7 of constant sign throughout the material 
body.
As the solution method in the nev/ notation is not fundamentally differ­
ent from the one presented in Chapter 4, the results are simply quoted and 
the corresponding references are provided in brackets. The general solution
for harmonic materials may be developed as
) f(t) dt + r(8)
/f(3)/ (4.4.14)
3̂ ^
X = Y 1 p(t,%)  6.2.1
and
h = 4 f(t)dt - 2x
with
f(t)/4- p ( t , 2 ) / d t - 2 r ( 3 ) ,  6.2,2.
TTTs )/ (4.4.16)
/P + f* (p) / = 4 /f(3)/ , 6.2.3
ji (4.4.7 and 4.4.8)
where f(g) is analytic and r(2) anti-analytic. Loth f(8) and r(Z) 
are arbitrary and are determined from the boundary daca.
The consequences of the boundary data
X = S on R = a 6.2.4
and
h/>,'T (Z—3) as R —^ oo , 6.2.3
2
are now investigated. A general harmonic material description is
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first used and is then specialised to the semi-linear description as 
and when necessary. In employing the solution 6.2.1 to 6.2.3, the 
form 3*3*13 will be seen to be determined absolutely with few assump­
tions needing to be made. The analysis required in this section 
differs from that of Section 3*3 only in the order of application 
and, as such, a summary is simply included here.
Consider equations 6.2.2 and 6.2.3 now. These may be differentia­
ted with respect to 2r and the limit condition applied to yield
p"f(2) A  - n(2,2) %,T . 6.2.6
2
Differentiating the same pair of equations with respect to 3 and again 
applying the limit condition, the following is obtained:-
( '3 ^  __ __ __ _  'sf(t) /?p(t,2)f(g)d f(g) - ^p(t,Zr) / dt - 2 r ' - T / 2 .  6.2.?
7FT0)7 I T  % ------  j
Now, 6.2.6 indicates hov; the integrand of 6.2.2 behaves asymp­
totically for large /&/ and as a consequence of this behaviour it 
may be deduced that
r(Z).v. T 3 . 6.2.8
This result may then be employed in 6.2.7 to yield
/f(2)/ ^ (p(3,2) ) d2 0. 6.2.9
The integral is zero and path independent, hence it can be deduced 
that the integrand is zero. Thus, using 6.2.3, the result
/ f ( » V  ^ f '(p) 0 6.2.10
follows. From this it may be concluded that f ’ (p)y//f (3)/ is asymp­
totically independent of 2 for large /3/« This is best written as
p(3,2)^ r(g) /f(2)/ 
with 6.2.11
f ' (p (-3,3) ) (4 - r (3) )/f (3 )/ .
The last of these is a consequence of equation 6.2.3* The other
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root, /f(2)/^0, of 6.2.10 is discounted as being singular since 
T 0 requires that /f(3)/-> 2 for all 3.
•From the fcict that both p and / f ( H )/ are real and positive it 
must be concluded from 6.2.11 that r(-Z-) is real and positive.
Assuming this over some neighbourhood of infinity it may be con­
cluded that
r* ,
which is a real positive constant. Inserting this result into the 




results in the expression
//p* - f ‘ (p* )/=4yip*/r* , 6.2.13
for a specified f(p). Additionally, from the asymptotic form for 
/ f (3)/, it may be concluded that
-A. ^f(fr) = a + 5  a , 6:2.14o n=l n
and from 6.2.6 that
/ia^/4-ry = T/2 . 6.2.13
Thus this demonstrates that a in 6.2.14 is real for all harmonico
materials.
At this point in the analysis the semi-linear material descrip­
tion is selected with
f(p) = h+p (p-2)^ . 6.2.16
2
Adopting this, 6.2.6 may be employed to relate p*,T and f* as
p* = 4i* + 6.2.17
which, in 6.2.13, becomes
/(4f:^ ; _ 2(?l4/i)/ = , 6.2.18
when 6.2.11 is invoked. In this expression there are a great many 
unresolved signs which have to be resolved. The manner in which
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this is done is tedious as all cases must be considered. Once the signs 
are resolved, a^ (f* = /a^/) is determined as a function of T with the 
branches being selected such that the basic conditions
p > 0
and
lim a = Y 
T-^ 0
are not violated. On imposing these conditions the following arc 
obtained




p* = 2 + T/2(^-j/i) 6.2.21
and
r* = 4/1 - ______ T(\+jn)________/ . 6.2.22
4/ (h 4/i ) + T(>\+^i)
Now, when considering 6.2.4, the boundary data on the surface
of the incD.usibn, equation 6.2,1 must be restricted to the circle
R = a. Differentiating the reduced 6.2.1 with respect to the
angular variable of integration and applying 6.2.4,
r'(ae*®) = 4p(ae^®, --- - , 6.2.23
is obtained. This is valid for all harmonic materials. For the
semi-linear material,
p = 2 / U + y O  + 2/i/f(&)/J7 6.2.24
(T\ + 2j x )
and 6.2,23 may be extended into the region /3/3 a resulting in
r(3) = a^s“"̂  + a" ^ ë"^/T>+p)/ A ( )// + R/ifCa^b"^)J/dE . 6.2.28^
X- 2 XIn this expression //f(a"5 ' )// is not the conventional modulus
p) —*but it is such that the modulus of f(+.) is determined and a"/3- is 
substituted for ali 3- terms. For instance, if




f(3) = a + b a o o
f(Z) = a + b Z o o
//f(a^Z"^)//^ = a ^+a b Z+a b a %"^+b a"̂ . 6.2.29o o o o o  o
From 6.2.8 r(Z) is asymptotically linear in Z. A trivial
.A.
analysis using 6.2.29 indicates that the dominant terms of f(Z) are
f(S) = a + c C 3 ^ 6.2.30o
in order that r(-3) be linear in the limit. The coefficient oC is 
determined using the expressions 6.2.28 and 6.2.29 with the limit
6.2.8. After OCT has been determined 6.2.30 may be used in 6.2.28 to
yield an expression for r(-o) as
r(a) = - 2a n ) + p ZazÏÏ + a^(>+/i) I 6.2.31
V2>^ ,2 ^.2^
wnere
^2 “ (a ^+a oc(Z ^+3^/a^) + or^/a^)^dZ 6.2.32o o
(a^B^ +az)
with
0= = . 6.2.3;
With cC as above and. a as in 6.2.19s it is to be noted that I. ofo 2
6.2.32 is path independent outside R = a*
With the solution as generated above, the boundary condition of 
place on the surface of the inclusion and that of traction at infinity 
are both satisfied. It is of interest to note that there appears to be 
some measure of non-uniqueness in the form for f(-3). The form selected 
ensures that the boundary conditions are satisfied. Additional terms 
such as
are admissible and do not invalidate any of the imposed conditions nor 
the foregoing analysis. The coefficients a^ are not connected with any 
boundary conditions and may be arbitrarily assigned. However, if these
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are to be constant, each must be zero as each could correspond to a
residual stress and deformation field. The a^ could, however, be used
to accommodate a body force distribution provided the latter were co
admit a scalar potential. If the a were considered functions of then
boundary data so as not to preclude a natural reference configu-^ation, 
this would be tantamount to allowing mechanical action at a distance. 
To summarise then, a complete solution may be written as
X = r(B) + ■ 2ju /a Z-ocZ ^ / + 1̂  (i)
and
r
h = 4 I f(2)dZ-2x (ii)
with
,-2
^1 = ^o   dZ (iii)
(a ^ + a oc(2“^+â“^) o o
and
r(2) = a^ (1 - 2a p.) + jxZoc^ + a '̂( +̂ju) I^ , (iv) 6.2.34 
2 ^
>;here
Ig =1 (a +a oc (Z tj-Z /a y  + oc , 4 \ , (v)
+ oc)
and
1a_ = ? + T >S+2jti (vi)
¥
with
oc = T(^^2p)a^ . (vii)
Another solution form which may be compared with that of Section 5.p 
results if it is noted that 6.2.4 is satisfied when
a2/_




2 'IX = a + "2
C' _  X-p(t,a) f(tr dt
with h still being given by 6.2.2. Employing 6.2.24, 6.2.30 and
6.2.34(vi) and (vii) yields
x = a“̂ + 2p /a Z-a a^ - oc2 / + (7\'rjd) I.,
Y  ° ° T  Is 5
where
2
(a ^ + a ocr(s"^^‘^ o o d&




In this form the solution is directly comparable to the one produced in 
Section 3»5* The two solutions 6.2.3^(i) and 6.2.37 are demonstrably 
equivalent. Additionally, provided the integrals in 6.2.3^(i) are 
taken to be path integrals from a fixed point 2* say, then provided
2*2* = a^ 6.2.39
they produce the same numerical results. Each of these solutions has 
been employed in tabulating the deformation field.
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SECTION 6.3 NUMERICAL METHOD
In all, three programs have been written .to tabulate the deformation 
field corresponding to the problem of Section 3«5* The first program is 
employed to integrate equations 6.2.34(i) to (vii). The other two programs 
are used to integrate 6.2.37 and 6.2.38 with 6.2.34(vi) and (vii), with 
these two programs differing only in mesh adopted. The reason for this 
seeming multiplicity of effort is to obtain an understanding of the branch 
points of the solution functions. The question of singular points and 
branches is considered in the next section.
In all three programs all lengths are normalised with respect to 
the inclusion radius as a unit. Values of'the material constants = 1.0 
and ji = 0.5 are adopted. These values correspond to a Young *s modulus 
E , of 1.3 and to a Poisson's ratio of 0.3* The applied traction ought to 
be compared with the former. The applied traction is varied to include a 
remotely applied shear.
Equations 6.2.34 and 6.2.38 are to be tabulated. Their form is such 
that an essential routine in any tabulation procedure is that of quadrature. 
The generic quadrature procedure employed is that of PATTERSON (I968). 
Essentially, this procedure is a modified Gaussian algorithm:
Starting with a 3-point Gauss rule a new 7-point rule is derived,
3 of whose abscissae coincide with the original abscissae. The 
remaining 4 pivots are chosen to give the greatest possible 
increase in polynorainal integrating degree. This process is 
repeated and further rules with n pivots and of precision m 
are generated. The sequence is







The successive rules are applied in turn until two consecutive
results differ by some specified small quantity.
In this application when the quadrature is of a complex nature the real
and imaginary parts are separately converged.
The method was selected for two reasons:-
It minimised the number of function evaluations required 
for a given accuracy.
The method did not require evaluation of the integrand at 
the end points.
This second reason was of particular importance considering the branch 
points. The quadrature sub-routine used in the procedure Dp'IACF 
which is from the NAG (Nottingham Algorithm Group) Library.
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SEC'^ION 6.4 GRAPHICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The deformation fields presented graphically in this section are those 
corresponding to the problem discussed in Section 6.2. Deformation fields 
corresponding to generalisations of this problem are also presented. The 
figures presented are those of the deformation of one of two embedded 
gr ids :-
(i) CIRCULAR - a set of concentric circles centre the origin. The
innermost circle with radius 1 represents the inclusion boundary. 
The radii of the remaining circles are incremented by 0«3* 
Superimposed on this set of circles is a set of equally spaced 
radial lines with an angular separation HT/g radians. In general, 
the first radial line is at radians to the real axis; the
reason for this will become apparent subsequently.
(ii) RECTANGULAR - a regular square mesh of interstitial distance Ü.5» 
The inclusion radius is taken as 1 to define the unit of length.
The programs are written so as to employ the same scale in both co­
ordinate directions. Thus the inclusion maintains a circular profile and 
the deformation is not masked by co-ordinate distortion. There are only 
two scales employed and these may be identified by the abscissas markings 
which are at unit intervals.
Figures 6.4,1 are a series of deformed circular meshes for various 
values of uniaxial tension applied at infinity. The range of applied 
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The second group of results, figures 6.4.2, is again for the same 
problem of uniaxial tension as considered previously.
The exception to this is the last figure which is included here 
for completeness and is the first example of a deformation field where 
a remotely applied shear has been admitted. It also illustrates the 
singularity which will be discussed extensively towards the end of this 
section. The first in the series of figures shows the deformation of a 
complete rectangular grid surrounding the inclusion. The rest of the 
figures are représentât ions of the region to the right of = 1.0 

























Finally in this series of results which correspond to the problem 
discussed in Section 6.2, figure 6.4.3 is a graphical representation of 
the strain along the co-ordinate axes. The ordinate is the strain as 
measured by the change in length of the interstitial distance. The
abscissas is the distance.of the point in question from the origin.
The family of curves above the horizontal axis which are in tension, 
correspond to points on the physical X^-axis. The curves are indexed by 
the tension applied at infinity. The position of the asterisk at the
end of each curve indicates the value of the average strain as measured
over the whole interval.
The family of curves below the horizontal axis correspond to points


































The results, as presented in figures 6.4.1, 6.4.2 and 6.4.5, are 
distinguished only in that they are consistent with reality. More 
precisely, they are consistent with how the real deformation fields 
are envisaged. That is to say the predicted deformation fields are 
qualitatively correct. The deformation fields agree in form with 
those corresponding to a classical small strain analysis.
The deformation fields presented in figure 6.4.4 also appear to 
be qualitatively correct. However, these results are obtained not 
from the asymptotics of Sections 5*5 or 6.2, but as a consequence of 
an assumption implicit in the programs. Figures 6.4.4 correspond 
to the case when a remotely applied shear is admitted. That is the 
T of equation 6.2.5 (or 5*5-56) is allowed to be complex. Indeed, 
the assumption implicit in the programs is simply that.
.1Ü
\
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If the analysis resulting in 6.2.19, 6.2.33 and 6.2.30 is carried out 
for a complex T and an applied shear admitted, then the form for cc(6.2.33) 
is unchanged, whereas Lhe analysis yields a value for a^ of
a = r T + T 0 + ^ )  . 6.4.1
° 7U
The analysis leading to 3.3.11 may also be repeated for a complex T. 
Indeed the analysis is implied in that section. The result of that analysis
results in an expression for ocof that section, of
7#7 ^ ' G.4.2
and the form for is unchanged. Inspection of the relationships between
the respective coefficients indicates that 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 are equivalent.
However, there is some reason to doubt the results 6.4.1 and 6.4.2.
Take 6.4.1 and the solution of Section 6.2 and consider the solution as 
represented by equations 6.2.37 with 6.2.30. Tŵ o cases are considered; 
firstly, when an applied tension is relaxed to zero and, secondly, when an 
applied pressure is relaxed to zero. In each case ocof 6.2»34(vii) becomes 
zero in the limit, but a^ takes the value - \ depending on whether a tension 
or pressure is relaxed. The corresponding relaxed deformation fields are 
given by
X = ^  i Zy). 3  - i. J  I-z
g 2U + 2>i) g ^+2/1
with 6.4*3
I3 =  -  '2- / S  -  a^/- J .
A little algebra results in the relaxed deformation fields
X = a when a = 4 ?o
and 6.4.4
2X = a - 2  when a = - ? .
&
Thus the asymptotics with a complex T. result in a form which predicts a 
deformation field resulting from a relaxed applied pressure, which is not 
the undeformed configuration. As such the results of the analysis would 
appear to be invalid at least in the limit as /T/— r 0 when the term 
ceases to be well defined.
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The figures 6.4.4 which it has already been noted are qualitatively 
correct, are produced by adopting a form for a^ as in 6.2.34(vi) but allow­
ing T to be complex.
The peculiar deformation field illustrated by figure 6*4.2(ii) will 
now be discussed. In that figure the deformation ceased to be single 











In order to identify the cause of the obviously incorrect deformation
fields of figures 6.4.3, the form 6.2.37 w3th 6.2.38 is used. These
equations re-written with ‘a ’ equal to 1 become
x = l +  2u /a -2 - a - a: cc 2 / 4- I, 6.-4.3.
i  ̂° f  é ^  5
with
I_ = (a + QC3 o V
— ?( a + o c t )  dt. 6.4.6
r"- °
Of the terms involved in this expression for x only I^ is capable of
causing any difficulty. The expressiçn
-P —( a^ 4- o c  t ) ̂ 6.4.7
is obviously multi-valued and has a branch point where it assumes 
the value zero. When a^ and oc are taken from 6.2.33(vi) and (vii) 
respectively with 1 and 31 = as in the programs, the branch 




To proceed with the analysis, a real T is assumed. This corres­
ponds to the situation as pictured in figures 6.4.3, and a detailed 
and particular analysis is possible. Figure 6.4.6 is a graphical 
representation of the location of the branch point, 6.4.8. The 
ordinate represents its modulus and a dotted line indicates that the 
branch point is real and a solid line that it is purely imaginary.
(i;
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APPENDIX Al SMALL STRAIN ANALYSIS OF PLANE STRAIN RADIALLY S'̂ 'TLETRIC PRCBLE^iS
In this secuion the notation as employed in many standard texts as "Advanced 
Mechanics of Materials" SEELY-SMITH, WILEY-'fOPPAN is adopted.
Take
X . — * X . + u . ,1 1 1
with Al&l
u. = X.f(r)
as a specification of the deformation, where r = ( x . . i s  the polar raduiis.
The constitutive relationship is taken in th»̂  foi-jn
where
e.. = J(u.  ̂ + u ) A1.3J-J -L , o J S -
defines the classical strain measure, is the conventional Cauchy stress
as used in the main text.
The equilibrium equations in terms of the strai-n measure are
^ = 0 * Al = 4
where 57 is the conventional Laplacian operator. This equation may be 
written as
(h + /J) u . . . 4 IJ u . . = 0 . Ale5
Now, given the deformation as in Al.l the forms
u. . - f(r)g. . 4- x.x.f*(r)/r 1:0 10 1 0
u_. j - 2f(r) t rf’(r)
u. - 3x.f’(r)/r 4- x .t'"(r)1:00 1 1
and
u. . . - 2x.f (r)/r 4- x.f‘(r) x.f"(r)0 PJ 0 1 1 1
are obtained. Guhstituting these into A1.5 yields
O.fju) (3x.f’(r) 4- x.i"(r)) 4- pi (3x.f*(r) 4- x.f"(r)) ~ G ,' J-------  1 / 1—  --- 1 a i«6
that is
x^(>\42y0 (31 ' (r) 4- f"(r)) = 0 .
Assuming that A 4 ^ / 0  this may be solved to yield
f(r) = C 4- Dr"'̂  . A1. 8
